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Abstract
In the Design Automation Section of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the
Eindhoven University of Technology, a flexible design and simulation environment ESCAPE has been developed. With this environment, designs can be modelled and validated interactively. A design is composed of a number of modules, which are interconnected through nets. Each module is an instantiation of another design and is either
primitive or composite. A composite module has a structural description and a primitive
module has a behaviour. A behaviour is a description written in a programming language
or in a hardware description language. In ESCAPE, various description languages are
supported.
The VHSIC hardware description language (VHDL) is such a description language,
which is considered a standard. This report describes an extension of ESCAPE, so
that a behaviour of a model can be described in VHDL as well. Due to the internal
complexity of ESCAPE, the VHDL simulator has been isolated from ESCAPE using a
relatively simple interface, which controls the execution of the modules described in
VHDL.
The VHDL simulator uses a stack machine, which can execute PCODE (pseudo code).
VHDL source code is translated into this PCODE. The advantage ofthis approach is that
the current state of the VHDL model can easily be saved and restored during simulation.
This is necessary, because the execution of a VHDL model can be suspended at different
locations in the code. Mter re-invocation, the execution is continued at the point where
the execution was suspended. Another advantage of using PCODE is that it facilitates
debugging of the VHDL code. For this purpose, the PCODE can be extended with special
instructions.
Currently, a small subset of the VHDL language is supported. Structure can directly be
modelled in ESCAPE. In ESCAPE, different event types are used to model the correct
simulation semantics of the interacting modules. The current implementation allows
easy extension of the subset supported by the VHDL interpreter.
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Chapter

Introduction
Late seventies, early eighties, the Department of Defense developed a new generation
of circuits, the so-called "very high speed integrated circuit (VHSIC)". The size of these
circuits can exceed several hundreds of thousand of gates.
In that period the technology improved tremendously, but then there were no adequate
tools for developing complex designs having this amount of gates. For that a new
hardware description language was introduced in 1981, the so-called ''VHSIC Hardware
Description Language (VHDL)".
In December 1987, the IEEE introduced the 1076-1987 standard VHDL. Nowadays the
industry is standardizing on VHDL. Therefore it is a must for each computer-aided
engineering (CAE) system to support VHDL as a hardware description language.
In the Design Automation Section of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the
Eindhoven University of Technology, a design and simulation environment ESCAPE
has been developed. With this environment, designs can be modelled and validated
interactively. A design in ESCAPE is a collection of interconnected modules. Each
module is either a primitive module or a composite module. A composite module is once
more a collection of connected modules, the structural description of the design.
The behaviour of primitive modules is specified in a hardware description language.
This behaviour describes the relation between the inputs and the outputs ofthe module.
Various description languages are supported in ESCAPE. Designs composed of modules
having a different description language can be simulated in a homogeneous way.
This report describes the development of a VHDL simulator within the context of ESCAPE. In chapter 2 we will first take a closer look at ESCAPE and VHDL. In this chapter
we will discuss some possible approaches of the problem. In chapter 3 and chapter 4, we
will discuss the general structure of a compiler, and the GMD-tools to construct such a
compiler.
The rest of this report describes a VHDL simulator which consists of the VHDL interpreter and the interface to ESCAPE.

1

Chapter

Approach
Simulation is an imitation of the reality, aimed at a difference as small as possible
between imitation and reality, so we can make good predictions about coming actual
situations.
We have to create a model before we can simulate it. A model is an abstract representation ofthe reality. This representation isjust a part ofthe reality, therefore we can never
be sure ifthe simulation corresponds with the reality. However, in some technical jargon
the simulation and modelling techniques are so well polished that the simulation results
are very reliable. Now it's possible to design a model, simulate this model and check this
model as far as production level, within a reasonable amount of time. If the simulation
results are satisfying the model is ready for production. Hardware test-models are not
essential anymore, and the time gap between design and production is decreased.
Considering the competition on the market the need for good simulation tools is of major
importance.

2.1

Discrete simulation

We can distinguish between two fonns of simulation:

• discrete simulation
• continuous simulation

When we use discrete simulation, the state of the model can only change at a countable
number oftime-points. The state is continuous in between these points. The moment the
state changes is a so-called event. The state-change itself is considered to be timeless.
In a discrete simulation, events will be generated. Now the new state of the model has
to be calculated. The complexity of this problem is not in proportion to the number of
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Figure 2.1: Computer time & simulation time

events in a period of time. Therefore the relation between the simulation time and the
simulated time will be independent (figure 2.1).
The actual time of the simulation will depend on the computer speed and will not
depend on the simulated time. Therefore the performance of the simulation program is
important. In a continuous simulation, the state of the model changes continuously in
time.
The ESCAPE environment contains an event-driven simulator. A simulated model in
this environment can be constructed using a number of composite and primitive modules.
A hardware description language is used to describe the behaviour of a primitive module.
The VHDL language is such a hardware description language. Using the VHDL language primitive and composite modules can be described, since the VHDL language
allows structural and behavioural descriptions. The structural descriptions can directly
be modelled in ESCAPE. The goal of the VHDL interpreter is to simulate a behaviour
description written in VHDL within the ESCAPE environment.
In the VHDL language, a module is called an entity. A primitive entity is an entity
without structure. These entities describe the event scheduling of a module.
An overview of a simulator is depicted in figure 2.2. This picture shows two input
streams. First of all we have to provide the simulator with the operation signals. These
signals drive the simulator. Further, we need a description (source) of the model to be
simulated. In ESCAPE the source can be specified in a variety of description languages.
What do we want to achieve? We want to add the VHDL language to the description
languages supported by ESCAPE. To solve this problem we use one of the next solutions:
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Figure 2.2: Schematic image of a simulator

1. Expand the ESCAPE program in order to be able to simulate the VHDL language

directly. To achieve this, we first have to examine the ESCAPE environment. Mter
that we have to design a VHDL simulator within the structure of ESCAPE.
2. Translate the VHDL source into an equivalent source written in a description
language supported by ESCAPE. First, we have to look at the diversity ofsupported
description languages and select the most appropriate language. Mter that we can
build a translator. This translation can be implemented as a stand-alone tool.
3. The design of a VHDL interpreter is isolated from ESCAPE by using a relatively
simple interface. The VHDL source has to be translated into a pseudo code that
can be executed by this interpreter.
For all these solutions the first step of the approach will be to check if the source
language is syntactically and semantically correct. In our case, we have to check the
VHDL language. If the source is not correct, the module described cannot be interpreted.
Using the first solution, most ofthe effort will be required by understanding the structure
of ESCAPE. The actual time spent on this task would be too much.
Both other solutions require a translator, which translates VHDL into some target
language. The development of these translators will be a similar task.
A disadvantage of solution number two will be that there is no direct link between
the VHDL source and the simulator anymore. This link could be used to pass debug
information. Also the performance of the module simulated would always be dependent
on the speed to interpret the target language. This solution will also require the study
of the languages that can be used as a target language.
In solution number three we have to design a machine that is suitable to communicate
with ESCAPE. Because the structure in ESCAPE is complicated this interface has to be
kept very small. The tasks of the interface are to take care of the event-scheduling, the
initialization and the reset. A module described in VHDL can be suspended at different
locations until some conditions are satisfied. During this time the state of the module
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has to be stored. Using this solution we can easily shape the machine for dealing with
this problem.
The translation part of the last two solutions overlaps each other. However, solution
number three is favorite because the suspension of the VHDL model can be solved easily
and because we have to develop a simulator within a limited time.
We can divide this approach into the following steps:
• Design a machine that will interface the event handling of a model using the VHDL
timing semantics. We have to keep an eye on the performance of this machine and
the purpose the machine will be built for.
• Design the pseudo code (PCODE) used in this machine such that all VHDL statements can be translated into this intermediate language. The machine has to
interpret this code.
• Build the interpreter that will execute the PCODE within the machine.
• Translate the VHDL source into this PCODE.
The goals we are aiming at are:
• Design a machine that is suitable for all aspects of the VHDL language.
• Implement a subset of the VHDL language such that we can describe primitive
entities.

2.2

Compiler

First we will discuss the translation of the VHDL source into the PCODE. For that we
have to check the VHDL source. We can divide this validation procedure into three
parts, the lexical scanning, the context-free parser and the context-dependent parser.
If there are no errors detected in these three parts we can assume that the source is

correct.
A compiler is an algorithm that is able to translate a description written in a particular
language into an equivalent description written in a different language. It is possible to
translate description written in VHDL, the source language (SL), into an target language
(TL). The TL will be the pseudo language used in our machine.
We just discussed the three parts of the validation procedure. These three parts belong
to the compiler as shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The compiler and simulator

There are tools available to develop most parts of figure 2.3. Well-known UNIX tools
like lex and yacc have been used for many years now. These tools are very helpful to
develop scanners and parsers.
These tools can be considered as compilers. The SL is an adequate description language,
depending on the purpose ofthe tool. Usually the TL is the computer language C.
The University of Twente has developed a VHDL lexical scanner and a VHDL contextfree parser. The scanner and the parser are developed using the GMD Cocktail tool-box
(section 4). These parts are used to design the VHDL simulator within ESCAPE.

Chapter

The general structure
In this chapter we will formally discuss the parts of a compiler and an interpreter (see
figure 2.3). Therefore we define:
v
V*

=
=

V+

=

a set of symbols
the set of all strings composed of symbols from V, including the
empty string (E)
the set of all non-empty strings composed of symbols from V, (V+ =

IS I

=
=

the length of string S
the set of all strings (S) composed of symboIs from V , where I S I ~

V*\E)

vn+

11

(V1+=V+)

and a grammar G is a quadruple G(V1', VN, S, P) where
V1'
VN
S

P

=
=
=
=

a
a
a
a

finite set of symbols called terminals
finite set of symbols called non-terminals, such that V1' n VN = 0
distinguished member of VN called the start symbol
finite set of pairs called productions; a production (0:, (3) is written:
0: -+ {3 with 0: E \<J\'r, /3 E V*, where V = V1' U VN

We use Latin capital (A, E, ... , Z) to denote non-terminals, lower case Latin (a, b, ..., z) to
denote terminals and lower case Greek (0:, (3, ... , w) to denote strings.
The language L( G) generated by a grammar G is the set of all sentences:
L( G) = {17 E Vi I S

where

0:0 -+ + O:n

-+ +

17}

is written for the production rules

This sequence of strings

(0:0 -+ + O:n)

is called a derivation.

9
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The lexical analysis

We can consider the input of an compiler as a sequence of characters. For example:
output <= inl * 256 + in2 after delay ns

This example consists of a sequence of 40 characters. The first task of the compiler is
to select the character(s) of the sequence that form a lexeme together. For example:
the characters 'i', 'n' and '1' belong together, these three characters (the lexeme) form a
so-called token. The previous example can be analyzed and divided into the next strings:
[outputJ
[ns J ;

[<=J

[inlJ

[*J

[256J

[+J

[in2J

[afterJ

[delayJ

These strings can produce the next sequence oftokens:

Tokldentifier TokBecomes Tokldentifier TokStar Toklnteger TokPlus Tokldentifier TokAfter Tokldentifier Tokldentifier;
The detection oftokens, the so-called lexical analysis, is performed by the lexical scanner.
A sequence of the input stream that cannot be recognized as a valid token must be
recovered, ·or the lexical scanner has to abort the further execution of the compiler.
To design a lexical scanner we can use a tool like rex. The lexical scanner is implemented
as a procedure described in the TL. This procedure supplies the remaining part of the
compiler with a new input stream, a sequence oflegal tokens. The tokens will be passed
to the parser one by one. The next token can be asked for on request.
The SL of these tools describe the strings to be recognized. Usually the tools require that
the strings form a regular language, leading to a restricted complexity of the scanner.
A regular grammar is a grammar with productions of the form:
A
A

-+
-+

aB (left linear)
Ba (right linear)

A

-+

a

where A E VN, B E VN and a E VT •
For example the grammar G:
G( {a, b, ... , z, A, B, ... , Z}, {char}, char, {( char

-+

a), (char

-+

b), ... (char

-+

Z)})

will accept one character.
We can also describe a regular language with regular expressions (REs). REs involve
only the three notions of concatenation (' '), alternation ('I'; union), and repetition ('*';
closure):

11

The general structure
If M and N are REs then
MN
MIN
M*

(concatenation; "M followed by N"),
(alternation; "either M or N") and
(repetition; "zero or more M's)

are also REs.
For example the regular expression:
identifier :==

char (_*(digit I char 1))*

denotes a regular language.
If we consider:
digit
char

'0'

1'1' .,. 1'9'

'a' I 'b'

I... I 'z' I 'A' I 'B' I ... I 'z'

the strings output and counteL1 will be accepted by the language as an identifier,
and the strings outpuL and 1counter will not be accepted.

3.2 The context-free analysis
The order of the tokens in the sequence are verified in the context-free parser. The
REs used in the lexical scanner are not suitable for describing the syntactical structure
of most languages, because they are not self-embedding. Consequently, REs cannot
describe nesting, such as between matched pairs of parenthesis. So we have to add the
possibility of self-embedding.
By using a context-free grammar this problem will be solved.
A context-free grammar is a grammar with productions ofthe form:
A

---+

w

where A E VN and wE V*.
The parser will try to build a tree using the productions, the so-called parser-tree. A
parser-tree of a sequential form 11 is an indication of how 11 was derived.
For example the grammar G:
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G(

{<=, *, +, after, output, in1, in2,delay, n8, 256},
{S, I D, EX P RI NT, I DD},
S,
{(S ~ ID <= EXPRaftcrIDD),
(I D ~ output),
(ID ~ delay),
(ID~n8),

(I D ~ in1),
(I D ~ in2),
(EX PR ~ EX PH + EX PR),
(EXPR~ EXPR* EXPR),
(EXPR~ID),

(EX PR ~ INT),
(I NT -e. 256),
(IDD~IDID)})

with a parser-tree depicted in figure 3.1 (using the string output <= inl * 256 +
in2 after delay ns).
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Figure 3.1: Parser-tree

Two possibilities to derive a sequential form are:

• Left-to-right scan, Left parse (LUk»:
A left parse is the sequence of productions used in a left derivation. This LUk)
parser is a top-down parser with k lookahead characters. The parser-tree will start
at the root.

)
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The general structure
• Left-to-right scan, Right parse (LR(k)):

A right parse is the reverse ofthe sequence of productions used in a left derivation.
This so-called LR(k) parser is a bottom-up parser, with k look-ahead characters.
The parser tries to assemble the branches of the tree until the root has been
reached.
The LR(k) parser compared with the LL(k) parser is more complicated and more powerful. There are special tools to develop a LR(k) parsers, e.g. lalr [Gr02].
These tools generate a LALR( 1) parser, the LA stands for look-ahead, based on a shiftreduce technique. Using this technique, the input symbols will be pushed on a stack
(shift) until these symbols form a right part of a production. The right part will be
replaced by the left part of the production (reduce).
The context-free parser is implemented as a procedure described in the TL. This procedure gets the input stream from the lexical scanner. If the context-free parser detects an
error, the parser will not be able to build the tree, so the input stream must be recovered
or the context-free parser has to abort the further execution of the compiler.
A context-free grammar G is said to be unambiguous if and only if each sentence in L( G)
has exactly one derivation tree; otherwise G is ambiguous. For example the grammar
G1 ( {i, +}, {E}, E, {( E --+ E + E), (E --+ in) is ambiguous, because the sentence i + i + i
has two derivation trees, figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Ambiguous grammar

3.3 The abstract syntax tree
The remaining parts ofthe compiler use an abstract syntax tree (AST). This tree consists
of the useful information of the parser-tree. The AST is an undressed parser-tree.
The parser tools as mentioned above include a mechanism for so-called S-attribution. It
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allows to evaluate attributes during parsing. With these constructions we can build the
parser-tree and the AST simultaneously. We can insert TL code in the SL of the tools
for building the AST.
The TL procedures for constructing the AST can be generated with the ast tool. In
figure 4.5 we represent a possible AST of the parser-tree (figure 3.1). In this tree
unnecessary or double information is removed, e.g.: the after statement is removed
because the position of the subtree belonging to this statement already implies the
occurrence of this statement.
(

\

I\.

//
([output]

[<=]

j

--------------~

/

J

------.~------

z\~)

(__[---L.]_\

d~~lla-Y]~)

(-------=o[

I

([in2])

( Z~ \
~

[in1]

j

([256])

Figure 3.3: Abstract syntax tree

3.4 The Context-dependent analysis
Now we have seen how to analyze the syntax of a language, we also want to know the
context-dependent relation between the tokens. For this goal we can equip non-terminals
with attributes. We can distinguish two kinds of attributes:

• inherited attribute:
An inherited attribute provides the children with a non-terminal with information

about the context. To indicate an inherited attribute, the attribute is preceded by
a 1 sign.
• synthesized attribute:
A synthesized attribute provides the parents with a non-terminal with information
about the context. To indicate a synthesized attribute, the attribute is preceded by
a 1 sign.
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The general structure

We define an attribute grammar AG( VT , VN, VDOM, S, P, PeON) corresponding to a contextfree grammar G(v1', VN , S, P) where

=
=

VT
VN

a finite set of symbols called terminals
a finite set ofsymbols called non-terminals, such that VTnVN

=

(/)
VDOM

=

P

=
=

PeoN

I

where each dA is a finite set of attributes
associated with non-terminal A
a finite set of productions
{Cp I pEP}, where each C p is a function that associates
attributes with the non-terminals used in the production p,
the so-called condition ofthe production,
{dA

A E VN},

To write down this 6-tuple we use an alternative notation. In this notation we will
combine VN with VDOM and P with PeON. When we write the sets of non-terminals we
also give the corresponding attributes, i.e.:
adding a synthesized attribute i to the non-terminal] NT
we write [NT <1 i >,
and when we write the productions we also give the conditions of the productions, i.e.:
adding a condition i = 256 to the production (1 NT
we write (1 NT -+ 256)[i = 256].

-+

256)

To evaluate these attributes we can access the AST several times. The path we pick
depends on the direction the information flows, e.g.: when we look at a single production
we first have to evaluate the incoming information (synthesized attributes of a child
or inherited attributes of a parent) and compute the outgoing information (synthesized
attributes of a parent or inherited attributes of a child).
To generate and evaluate these attributes we can use the tool ag (see section 4.2).

3.5 The translator
Ifwe pas the above described phases ofthe simulator successfully, we can conclude that
the input is an element of the source language. Now we have to translate this source
language code (SL) into an equivalent target language (TL) code.
Let G = (VT , VN, S, P) be a non-ambiguous context-free grammar and let Z be some set
(the TL). We can define a translation function TA:

• for each A
TA :

E VN

L(A)

-+

Z,

VHDL Simulation in ESCAPE
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• for each pEP,

where n is the number of non-terminals in production p,

such that for all A E VN

if x E L( A) is generated as follows:

For example: consider the string in1+in2. This string is an element of the language L( G)
mentioned in example of section 3.2. When we try to translate this string into the postfix
"assembly"-like notation (LDD(l) LDD(2) ADD) we can use the functions CTpl through
CT p4 corresponding to the productions (EX P R --+ EX P R + EX P R), (EX P R --+ I D),
(I D --+ inl.) and (l D --+ in2) given by:
CT p

l(05l,o52)
CT p2 (05 )

LDDCs1) LDD(.s2) ADD,

CT p3 (.S )

1,

CT p 4(S)

2.

Now the translation function TEX PR can be written as:
TEXPR(in1+1:n2)
TExPR(in1)
TExPR(in2)

=
=

CTpl (TEX PR( in1),

TEX PR( in2)),

CT p2 ( TID (in 1)),
CT p 2( TID (in2)),

For this phase of the compiler there are also tools available, e.g.: puma.

3.6 The interpreter
An interpreter is a program that inspects the instructions of the input language (the
output of the translator) one by one and performs the corresponding actions. The input
language of the interpreter, the pseudo language, consist of a row of elements:
IL

= (I no5tr U Label)*

where
Label
I n.str

is a finite set of "programming labels",
is a finite set of "instructions".

The general structure
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We have to select an instruction set, especially designed for the interpretation of the
VHDL language. For this goal we can use a pseudo language corresponding to a simple
stack machine.

Chapter

GMD cocktail toolbox
A new compiler toolbox is developed in the "Gesellschaft fUr Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung mbH (GMD)", the GMD-Research Department of Karlsruhe University.
This GMD-toolbox supports almost all phases of a compiler. The designer can write the
specifications of these phases more conveniently.
We mentioned some tools in the previous chapter. These tools belong to the collection of
GMD-tools. For the TL of the GMD-tools we can select the programming language "C"
or the programming language "Modula-2". In the remaining part of this report we will
assume that the target language "C" has been selected.
The GMD-tools are fully explained in [Gro2], [Gro3], [Gro4], [Gro5] and [Gro6], [Gro7].
In this chapter we explain the GMD-tools briefly, in order to understand the remaining
part of this report more easily.

4.1

Pre-processors

There are two ways to describe a LALR( 1) parser. First we can use the SL of the tool
laIr. The second way is a more elegant way: we can use the preprocessors provided
by the toolbox. The preprocessors cg and rpp derive a parser specification and most
of a scanner specification from an attribute grammar. This grammar is also used in
the GMD-tools to generate an abstract syntax tree using ast and generate an abstract
grammar using ago By using the preprocessors we get more universal input files of the
compiler parts described, but we also can shorten the description of the parser and the
scanner.

4.2

Specification attribute grammar

In the GMD-tool the attribute grammar is especially designed for building trees. A
tree consists of nodes. All the terminals and non-terminals are represented by a node,

19
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therefore the terminals and non-terminals are called tree-nodes. A node may be related
to other nodes in a so-called parent-child relation. A parent is a predecessor ofthe node
and a child is descendant of the node. We call a node without parents root node and
we call a node without children leaf node.
We can consider leafs as terminals and all the other nodes as non-terminals. A nonterminal is characterized by character '=' following its name, and terminals by the
character ':'. For example: we can define a non-terminal EXPR and a terminal '256' by:
EXPR

'256'
This definition consists of two so-called rules. A rule is always closed by the character
'.'. These rules can also specify the children of a node. We have to write the children's
names of a node after the '=' character in a rule. The type of the child is identical to the
name. If we want to specify a different name we have to write the name followed by a
character ':' and the name of the type.
The rules can be compared with the productions ofthe attribute grammar. For example:

s
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
IDD
EXPR
EXPR
EXPR
EXPR
INT

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ID'<=' EXPR'after' IDD.

'output'.
'delay'.
'ns'.
'in 1'.
'in2'.
idl:1 D id2:1 D.
left: EX PR ,*, right:EX PR.
left: EX PR '+' right: EX PR.
ID.
INT.

'256'.
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long form

short form

SYNTHESIZED

SYN

The attribute is a synthesized attribute.

INHERITED

INH

The attribute is an inherited attribute.

THREAD

There
will
be
created
two
attributes, namely [decl THREAD] :==
[declIn IN H][declOut SY N]

IGNORE

The attribute is omitted
Table 4.1: Properties for attributes

If a non-terminal is described on basis of several rules we can put in some hierarchy

by using the sub-type notation. Sub-type are placed between angle brackets «
example:
EXPR
MUL
PLUS
IDENT
INTEGER

=
=
=
=
=

». For

<
left:EX PR ,*, right:EX PRo
left: EX PR '+' right: EX PRo
ID.
INT.

>.
ID
ID1
ID2
ID3
ID4
ID5
ID3

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

<
'output'.
'delay'.
'ns.,
'in1'.
'in2'.
,
ns'.
>.

For every node, an attribute and his type may be specified by writing [attribute :
type properties]. The type is written in the TL and if omitted, the type is by default
into The properties are given in table 4.1 and discussed below.
The attribute computations may be specified for every node type. These computations
can be inserted to the rule surrounded by the characters '{' and '}'. The following
computations are available:
attribute := expression
attributc1 : -attrib'ute2
attributes := {statement.s}

==> {statemcnts}

The exprcssion is assigned to the attribute.
The exp1'Cssion has to be written in the TL.
The attributc1 is copied into attrib'ute2.
The statements written in the TL describes
the assignments of the attributes
The statements written in the TL is executed.
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For example we add to the rC8ult attribute to rule EX P R:

MUL

=
=

PLUS

=

IDENT

=

INTEGER

=

EXPR

[result SYN] <
left:EX P R '*' right: EX P R
{ result := left:result * right:result }.
left:EX P R '+' right: EX P R
{ result := left:result + right:result }.
ID
result := 2.
INT
result := 256.
>.

When we feed this grammar with the input string "in1 * 256 + in2"1 the value 516
is assigned to the attribute rC8ult. The identifiers "in1" and "in2" will lead to the
assignment rC8ult := 2 and the value 256 to the assignment rC8ult := 256. The data flow
of rC8ult is depicted in figure 4.1.
2 * 258
~

/

II

iMULl
\

)

I

I
I

2

Figure 4.1: Information flow

4.3 Parsing
The syntax discussed in section 4.2 is suitable to describe a parser. The preprocessor cg
-z translates this language in a SL for the laIr tool. We can include some commands in
the SL of the preprocessor used only to create the parser specifications. In this section
we will discuss the keyword PREC.
As we can see in this example there has been made an error in the precedence of the
expression. We can solve this problem to implement these properties in the grammar
rules. But a more simple manner is using the keyword PREC. The words LEFT, RIGHT
IThe precedence of the expression is discussed in chapter 4.3
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and NONE indicate the associativity and the sequence of tokens following these words
indicate the precedence.
For example:

PREC

LEFT
NONE
LEFT

'+' '-'
MINUS
'*'

In this example the multiplication operator gets a higher precedence than the addition
and subtraction operators. By adding MINUS in the example the unary operator minus
gets a higher precedence than the binary subtraction operator.

4.4 Scanning
The preprocessor cg -x extracts from the attribute language discussed above, the regular
expressions for all non-terminals. The preprocessor considers the undefined children as
non-terminals. The remaining parts ofthe scanner specification must be written in the
language directly understood by rex. It has to contain the part of a scanner specification
that cannot be derived automatically.
The preprocessor rpp combines these regular expressions with the remaining part of
the scanner. The TL of this preprocessor is directly understood by rex.

4.5

Tree construction

Now we will examine the construction of the abstract syntax tree. We first have to
generate the tree procedures. Therefore we can use the ast tool. The SL is an element
of the attribute grammar discussed above.
For example:
IDENTS
NOIDENT
IDENT

=
=

<

=

next: I D ENTS[ident].

>.
In this AST we can create a list of identifiers.
The ast tool generates for every node a constant declaration k<node> and a record
declaration <node>. All the records become members of a union tTree. This union has
a tag field called kind which stores the used node type.
Besides these declarations many procedures are generated (table 4.2).
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procedure
m<node>()

This procedure creates an actual node with attribute initialization from a parameter list given
in the same order as in which the children and attributes are specified.

ReleaseTREE( )

The entire node space is deallocated.

WriteTREE( )

ASCII graph writer procedure.

ReadTREE()

ASCII graph reader procedure.

PutTree()

Binary graph writer procedure.

GetTREE()

Binary graph reader procedure.

ReverseTREE( )

This procedure reverses the input list.

CopyTREEO

Graph copy procedure.

TraverseTREETD( )

Top-down graph traversal procedure (reverse depth
first).

TraverseTREEBUO

Bottom-up graph traversal procedure (depth first
search).

Table 4.2: Generated procedures
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In the previous example we introduced an AST. We can map the parser tree on this AST
and list all identifiers used in the input language of the parser. Therefore we have to
declare some attributes. When we want to declare the same attribute to a number of
nodes we can use the keyword DECLARE as follows:

DECLARE

EXPR
ID
IDD
S

= [Tree: tTree

Thread]

We explain the mapping of the parser-tree to this AST using the next example:
{ID:TreeIn := mNoIdentO;
EXPR:TreeIn := ID:TreeOut;
IDD:TreeIn:= EXPR:TreeOut; }.
MUL

=

PLUS

=

IDENT

=

INTEGER

=

{left:TreeIn := TreeIn;
right:TreeIn := left:TreeOut;
TreeOut := right:TreeOut; }.
{left:TreeIn := TreeIn;
right:TreeIn := left:TreeOut;
TreeOut := right:TreeOut; }.
{ID:TreeIn := TreeIn;
TreeOut := ID:TreeOut;
{TreeOut := TreeIn; }.

IDD

=

{idl :TreeIn := TreeIn;
id2:TreeIn := idl:TreeOut;
TreeOut := id2:TreeOut;}

IDI
ID2
ID3
ID4
ID5
ID3

=
=
=
=
=
=

{ TreeOut := mIdent(TreeIn, Ident('output'»; }.
{ TreeOut := mIdent(TreeIn, Ident('delay'»; }.
{ TreeOut := mIdent(TreeIn, IdentCns'»; }.
{ TreeOut := mIdent(TreeIn, Ident('in1'); }.
{ TreeOut := mIdent(TreeIn, IdentCin2'»; }.
{ TreeOut := mIdent(TreeIn, Ident('ns'»; }.

First of all we introduce a function I dentO. This function has to produce an unambiguous
code corresponding to an identifier. In the GDM toolbox procedures to manipulate an
identifier table are included.[Gro8J. The attributes TrecI nand Tree01lt are added to each
node. The rules belonging to I DD will add a new identifier to the tail ofthe tree (TraIn)
and return this new tree (Trcc01lt). All the other rules will pass on the tree (Tree01lt :=
Treel n). The start rule S will initialize the list using (TrecI n := mN oTreeO).
The parser-tree and the abstract syntax tree are built simultaneously. Figure 4.2 will
illustrate the generation of both trees.
This example indicates how to project a parser-tree to an abstract syntax tree. As
mentioned before the identifier list has to represent the abstract syntax tree. A list
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will not be sufficient in all cases. This example just indicates that we can shape the
parser-tree in any direction.
Mapping
(
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Figure 4.2: Mapping on a AST

4.6 Semantic analysis
Now we can map the parser-tree to the abstract syntax tree. The ag tool processes a
attribute grammar based on these AST, generated by ast. Using these facilities we can
perform the semantic analysis. For example:
EXPR
Binary
Unary
I dent

=
=
=
=

[po8ition]

<

left: EX P R left:EX P R [opJ.
left:EX P R [op].
[identJ.

>.
Ifwe assume these specifications represent the abstract syntax tree, the name analysis
can be processed by the following attribute:
DECLARE

EXPR

" = [Decl : DeclTreeThread]
The attributes DeclI n and DfclOut collect the declarations in a scope. We have to
check if ident is an element of DedIn. This simple procedure can be written in the
target language C, or using the tool puma. In this example we assume the function
I8DeclaredO will indicate ifthe idcnt is an element of DeclIn.
The actual check can be written as follows:
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{CH ECI( NOT 18Dcclarcd(Idcnt, Dcclln)

==> Error("Identifier not declared", pos); }.

4.7 Translation
The rules based on the abstract syntax tree, generated by ust, can be used for emitting
the pseudo code. The translation functions can be specified in the source language of the
tool puma. In the next example the specifications of the translation function referring
to the AST specifications of the previous example are presented. The tool puma will
translate these specifications to a procedure Code(). This procedure will emit the pseudo
code.
PROCEDURE

(,' odc( t : Tn'e)

Binary

(Po8,left: EXPR,right: EXPR,op)?
Code (left);
Code( right);
emit(op, 0);

Unary

(P08, left: EX P R, op)?
Codc(lcft);
emit(op,O);

ldent

(P08, ident)?
emit( LD D, ident);
emit(GET);

The input variable ofthe procedure C odeO will be the abstract syntax tree. The specification of CodeO is based on the rules ofthis tree. Each rule is provided with translation
functions. The procedure will walk through this tree on the basis of these translation
functions.

Chapter

The VHDL language
All designs described in VHDL are expressed in terms of entities. The architecture
of an entity describes the behaviour of the module. Entities are mutually connected by
signals. These signals correspond to nets in ESCAPE. An entity corresponds with the
symbol view of a design/module in ESCAPE.
The behaviour is divided in two kinds of statements: sequential statements and
concurrent statements.
• Sequential statements:
The sequential statements are executed one by one in the specified order such as
in the programming languages C or Pascal. The order of the execution depends
on the order of the statements in the source file. These statements can be used to
define algorithms for the primitive entities.
• Concurrent statements:
Using concurrent statements we can define a hierarchical structure in a design.
These statements are executed concurrently. A concurrent statement is driven by
a set of signals.
An example of a concurrent statement is a process. A process is a collection ofsequential

statements. Each process is driven by a set of signals. This set indicates which signals
will cause the process to be executed.

5.1

Data types

The different data types allowed in VHDL are depicted in figure 5.1. These types are
similar to the data types in a language like C or Pascal. We will discuss two types that
potentially have an unbounded size:
1. arrays:
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An array groups one or more elements of the same type together. The number of
elements is not necessarily specified. We can define an array with an unconstrained
range.
2. access:
The access types are very similar to a pointer in a language like C or Pascal. It
represents an address that points to an object. The functions NEW and DEALLOCATE will allocate and free memory of the size of that object.

c
)
\

')

Enumerated)

)

Figure 5.1: Types allowed in VHDL
Every VHDL object belongs to one of the following classes:
• signal:
A signal corresponds to a net in ESCAPE that interconnects the modules. Each
signal can drive one or more processes. Each of these processes can subsequently
assign new events to one or more signals.
• variable:
A variable is a temporary storage of data and can be used only inside a process.
• constant
Constant objects are names assigned to a value of a particular type.

5.2

Transport and inertial delay

A process is driven by signals as mentioned before. If there is a new event on a signal,
all processes urged on this signal will be executed. In a process we can schedule new
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events to a signal using the signal assignment. These assignments have the form:

signal <= [transport]value[ after time];

The time indicates the delay between the moment of execution and the moment the
event has to take place. The value indicates the new value of the signal and the optional
keyword trmu;;port indicates the type of delay. VHDL describes two delay models, transport and inertial delay. If no delay is given the delta delay is implied. An overview of
the delay modules used in VHDL is:

• delta delay:
The delta delay will schedule a new event to a signal with an infinite small delay.
This requires that the new data assigned to a signal is not immediately available.
• transport delay:
The transport delay uses a simple procedure to update the derive of a signal. If
there is a new event scheduled on a signal, all events scheduled after this event
will be removed.
• inertial delay (default):
Using inertial delay each event scheduled after the new event will be removed. The
events scheduled before the new event are removed too, if the value is not equal to
the value of the new event. In the signal assignment one or more events can be
accumulated, separated by a comma. The first event will be treated as mentioned
above. The other events will use the transport delay model.

Chapter

VHDL Interpreter
In this chapter we will discuss the VHDL interpreter. First of all we will discuss the
scanner and parser based on the syntax in appendix B of [LipsettJ. The numbering of
rules in specification of the VHDL parser is the same as in this appendix. The scanner
and parser are developed at Twente University using the GMD-tools. They are specified
in the source language of rex and laIr, respectively.
To make these specifications more readable they are transformed into the source language of the preprocessors discussed in chapter 4 (in file vhdl.pars of appendix B). All
non-terminals are surrounded by quotes.

6.1

The scanner

The scanner module is generated by rex. The scanner specified in the file vhdl. scan
(appendix C) contains the rules for the following tokens:
• Comments
• Floating point literals
• Integer literals
• Bit literals
• Character literals
• String literals
• Identifiers
All the other tokens are extracted automatically from the file vhdl. par s using the
preprocessor cg and inserted at the line INSERT RULES CASE-INSENSITIVE #STD#.
The preprocessor rpp will read this line as follows; insert all tokens case insensitive
with start state #STD#.
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The source position of all tokens is passed automatically in the structure Attribute. The
string belonging to a token specified in the file vhdl. scan is added also to this structure.
The generation of the actual scanner module is depicted in figure 6.1.

6.2

The parser

The parser module is generated by lair. The rules ofthis parser are extracted automatically from the file vhdl. pars using the preprocessor cg (figure 6.1).

vhdl.scan

L
i

vhdl.pars

I
: /'--)-~V
:-'"\ cg

"1

:;.- Scanner.rpp
I

:

rpp --""1I Scanner.rex ~--~
.\ rexjC-

' -

L

"-.

Scanner.c
Scanner.h

I

I

Source.c
Source.h

r.--\

!
--, Parser. lair I, lal.r }-~

,

i

"-_j

Parser.c
Parser.h
Error.c
Error.h

Tree.c
Tree.h

vhdl.ast

Figure 6.1: Generation of the scanner and parser

The next step of the translator is to build an abstract syntax tree. The abstract syntax
tree is specified in the file vhdl. ast included in the appendix 4.5. The functions to
build this tree are generated by ast.
The rules ofthe specification ofthe abstract syntax tree are used to perform the contextdependent analysis and to emit the PCODE.

6.3

Context-dependent analysis

A context-dependent analyzer is also partly developed at Twente University. Attributes
that will be used during the translation are:
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• The attributes ErwIn and EnvOut collect the environment information within a
scope. The attribute DalAt will collect the type of an identifier using these Env
attributes.
• The amount of memory used for each type is collected by the M emLengh attribute.
The DalAt attribute points directly into the abstract syntax tree. Therefore the
actual memory of an identifier can be easily found.
• The CodeLength attribute will compute the length of the intermediate code. The
jump instructions will refer to this attribute.
• The Loop attribute will provide all lists with a number. Using this attribute enumerated values can be converted to integer values.
The context-dependent analyzer is generated by cg as depicted in figure 6.2.
Eval.c
Eval.h

Figure 6.2: Generation of evaluate procedures
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6.4 The machine
In the previous chapters, we described the analysis part of the VHDL compiler. In
analyzing the input we have distinguished three phases: lexical analysis, context-free
analysis a context-dependent analysis. Ifwe pass these three phases without any errors,
we can conclude the input is an element of the VHDL language. The next step is to
translate this language into a pseudo language, the so-called pseudo code (PCODE).
We can generate the PCODE by means ofthe AST, produced in the context-free analysis.
On the basis of the production rules used to build the AS'f, we can emit the PCODE.
As we discussed in chapter 4, we can add attributes to the AST. We can use these
facilities to keep up support attributes to generate the PCODE. Now we can formulate
the translation functions. These subjects are discussed in section 6.6.
Before we can discuss these subjects we have to know more about the PCODE. The
PCODE is specified in section 6.5. Before explaining the details of the PCODE we have
to know in what kind of environment the PCODE is operational. Therefore we will start
to discuss the machine.
Using the sequential statements of VHDL, we can describe mathematical expressions.
Using a stack machine to interpret these expressions decreases the complexity of the
translation. Using a stack machine it is also easy to save and store the current state of
the interpreter during simulation. We need this storage because a VHDL module can be
suspended for some time, at different locations in the code. During this time we have to
store the state of the interpreter. Further we can easily implement other instructions.
Therefore we use such a stack machine. The main parts of a stack machine are the
memory, the stack and the instruction set that manipulates the machine. First we will
examine the stack.

Stack
A stack is a collection of elements. We can store elements into the stack. However we
can only restore the elements from the stack in the reverse order we have put them onto
this stack, the so-called Last In First Out (LIFO) mechanism.
stack

(* stack *)

We first define functions to push a value on the stack and to pop a value from the stack:
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Pop
Top

element$* x element.s ---. element$*
PU$h( .stack, ~ 1) ~ ) =~ 1) ~ tBstack
clemcnt.s+ ---.,. eleuLent.s*
Pop( ~ 1) ~ tB.stack) = .stack
element.s+ ---. element$
T op( ~ v ~ tBstack) = 1)

where the set elemenLs is an arbitrary set.
A stack machine is par excellence suitable to interpret expressions. For example: we
want to calculate the expression 41 * (15 - 5). We first translate this expression to a
postfix notation 4115 5 - *, which is a task of the compiler. Before we explain the
execution ofthe example we have to give two functions:
Sub
M ul

elcment.s 2+ ---. elcments+
Sub( ~ v ~ tB ~ 'W ~ tBeStack) =~ 1) - 'U' ~ tBstack.
elementeS 2 + ---+ clemenLs+
M ul( ~ 1) ~ tB ~ 'U' ~ tBeStack) =~ v * 'W ~ tBeStack.

With these functions and the stack functions we can execute a postfix expression by
reading the expression sequentially from left to right. The postfix expression 41 15 5 - *
is executed as follows:
function

stack

Push( stack, 41)
PU8h( stack, 15)
Push( stack, 5)
Sub(stack)
Mul(.stack)

41
15 tB 41
5 tB 15 tB 41
10 tB 41

410

Memory
The memory of the machine is used for two purposes. First we have to store the program
in the so-called program-store. Second, we have to store the data used in these programs
in the so-called data-store. Now we examine the constraints of the stores enforced by
VHDL, starting with the data-store.
All objects declared in VHDL have to be projected at the locations ofthe data-store. To
indicate the connection between the location and the VHDL object we have to store its
name and type in this location. As mentioned in chapter 5 each object is a signal, a
variable or a constant. Every signal can drive one or more processes. Therefore we have
to add a list of process pointers to a field belonging to a signal object.
All objects have to store the actual data. The size of this data is depends on the type of
the object. The size ofthe data is flexible during interfacing with ESCAPE. This means
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that we have to design a flexible data-store. For that each object in the data-store points
to a block of allocated memory space. This space represents the actual data.

Datastore 1
DataStore 1

name
type
process pointers
data pointer

)

DataStore 2
"DataStore 3

J

name
I

DataStore m

I

type
process pointer
_da_t_a_p_oi_n_te_r_,.

,---I

_

Field

Figure 6.3: The data-store
For example we have to store the variable delay : integer . - 10 ns, the datastore will look like figure 6.7.

Datastore 1
I name delay
type integer
process pointers NULL
data pointer

) E-----<int>

10 ns

I "ame
I type
process pointer
data pointer ..
Field

Figure 6.4: Data-store containing two integers

The program-store consists of elements of the PCODE instruction set. This set (ln8tT)
will be discussed in section 6.5. The data-store has to store a set of processes. Every
object is supplied with a list. This list represents a list of processes. If there is an event
on a signal, the processes in this list have to be executed.
Besides these processes we have to store an initialization procedure. In this procedure
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we take care of the allocation and initialization of the data-store. We can split this
procedure into two parts. One part allocates the data-store. The second part assigns
processes to the process lists in this data-store. The allocation of the data-stores is
performed run-time because it allows to connect multiple modules to the same PCODE
procedures, e.g.: calling the initialization procedure two times will perform two datastores.

Initialize procedure alloc
initialize procedure slist
process 1

process 2
process 3

process n

Figure 6.5: The program-store

Now we will formalize the memory.
{a, ..., M cm8ize}, where M cm8ize E IN is some constant

and
M

array [M cmaddl'e88] of Value;

The memory consists of a sequence of values. Each value represents the actual data
mapped on a character, a boolean, a integer, a real or a pointer. A pointer can point to a
data-store, a program-store or a data memory:
Dlabel
DSlabel
PSlabel
data

=
=
=
=

set of data memory labels
set of data-store labels
set of program-store labels
{iv(x),rv(y),bv(z),cv(c),pv(p) I x E 7L.,y E IR,z E {False,
True}, c Eset of characters,p E DLabel LJ DSLabcl U PH Label}

A value can also represent a field in a data-store or a field in the program-store.
The program-store is defined as:
Pl'og_8tore

=

{in(i),iv(:r),dv(d) liE h~8tr,x E 7L.,d E data}
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The data-store is defined as:
data_storc

=

{nv(n),tv(t),lv(l),pv(p) I n Eset of identifiers,t
types, I =list of processes, p E D Label}

Eset of

Now we can define Valuc as follows:
Val uc

=

{dv( d), psv(ps), dsv( ds), IdE dataps E prog_storc, ds E data_storc}

An element of the Valuc set represents the actual data: a data-store or a program-store.
With the set data we can define the stack. This stack is a collection of values.
cs

(*

data";

stack *)

We have to map the program-store labels (PSlabel) and the data and data-store labels
(Dlabcl, DS Label) on this memory (M). We use the mapping functions:
DMap
DSMap
PSMap

Dlabel -+ M emaddrcss
DSlabel
M emaddress
PSlabcl --7 M emaddress
--7

These functions point at the start address of a store. The store allocates an united block
of the memory, i.e.: the program-store main oflength n allocates the memory addresses
DM ap( main), DM ap( main) + 1, ... , DM ap(main) + n - 1. We can just allocate a memory
address once.
Therefore the machine has to control the memory. In this control module the free
memory has to be separated from the used memory. To solve this problem a linked list
can be used. Every item in the list contains the start address and the length of an
allocated store. The list is ordered starting with the lowest addresses. Using this list
the free memory can be figured out. If we want to allocate a new store of length n, the
control module has to allocate this block and return the address of requested memory
(see figure 6.6).
The start address of the allocated memory will be put onto the stack and the memory
will be marked as used. If there is no memory space available the control module will
produce a run-time error and the execution will be terminated.
Two functions are introduced:
M alloc :

es+ -+ cs+,
M alloc( 4:.. iv( i)

»

87es) =4:.. pv(p) » 87cs, where i is the amount of
memory requested for and PSMap(p) or DSMap(p) or DMap(p)

is the pointer to the allocated store. The store is allocated.
Free

es+ -+ es*,
Frec( 4:.. pv(p) » 87u.) = stack, where PSMap(p) or DSMap(p)
or D M ap(p) is the pointer to the allocated store. The store is

released.
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Memory

List

mem
length
next

----

----~

----- ----

___3"'"

addres memory m1
length n

I

mem
length
next

---------------

-----~

---- ------

I

mem
length
next

addres memory 1
length 111

--------

---~

addres memory m2
length 12

--~-------

Figure 6.6: Allocate memory

These functions will settle the allocation and de-allocation of the memory. In the implementation of these functions we will use the functions mallocO and freeO defined
in the target language C. The approach of the memory settlement of these functions is
similar to the approach mentioned above.

Execution
A design described in VHDL can consist of several modules. All these modules have to be
executed independently. We want to attach two modules to the same PCODE procedures
and execute these modules in the same stack machine. To reach this goal we have to
maintain the state of the stack machine for each module.
Therefore we need:

• The contents of the stack.
The state of the machine depends on the contents of the stack. Each module has
to store a private stack.
• The allocations of the stores.
We have defined a memory where we can store programs and data. However every
module uses a different part of the memory. We have to keep these parts up to
date. In the first place we do not know where a program or data-store begins. For
that some variables are included:
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points to data-store *)
(* points at a program *)
(* points at a program *)
With these variables we can point at one data-store and two program-stores. The
M ainDecl points at the procedure that takes care ofthe allocation ofthe data-store
and the Main/nit points at the procedure for initialization of the data-store. More
about these procedures will be explained in chapter 7.
DS
Main/nit
M ainDecl

DS E DSLabel;
Main/nit E PLabel;
M ainDecl E Plabd;

(*

• The instruction pointer.
If we want to execute a program we need a instruction pointer. The pointer (ip)
points to the next instruction that has to be executed:
ip E M emaddres;

Ip

(* instruction pointer *)

Each process described in VHDL can be stopped until an event takes place. If a
process is stopped the instruction pointer has to be stored. It's possible to store
this pointer on the stack because each process owns its private stack. A more easy
solution is to introduce a private instruction pointer for each process.
• The register variable.
Besides these variables the stack machine also has some registers. These registers
are used to store temporary values.
registers
= {I, ... , Regi.ster.size}, where Regi.stersize E IN is some
constant
and
var A

array [register.s] of Value;

Now we can define the machine-control set. This set represents the state of the stack
machine.
machine-control

=

{stack, DS, ip, Main! nit, M ainDecl, Registers
data, ps E prog_store, d.s E data_store}

d

E

Each module described in VHDL will be assigned to a machine_control. This will be
discussed in chapter 7.
The actual execution of the instructions can be divided three phases:
• Restore state
Before a VHDL module is executed the state (machine-control) has to be loaded.
• Execute instruction
The first instruction has to be read and the instruction pointer has to be increased
by one. The next step is the execution of the instruction.
This sequence has to be repeated until the program suspends.
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• Store state
The state of the machine has to be stored ( mach i ne_control).

6.5 The Simulation CODE
In the previous section we discussed the stack machine. In this environment we can
design the PCODE. We first introduce the instruction set:
{ NOP, LDD, LDDS, LDA, STO, STI, STDS, DEC, ADD, SUB, MUL,
INV, OR, DVI, NEG, EQL, CHK, CMP, INR, FRE, MALLC, CALL,
RET, GET, JMP, JZ, JNZ, WRT, WRTLN, PCALL, POP, DBB, UPW,
IFC },
We can divide the instruction set into three parts.

• The mathematical instructions. The data used by these instructions will be popped
from the stack and the result is pushed back on the stack.
• The memory instructions. These instruction manipulate the memory of the stack
machine, including the stack and registers.
• The jump instructions. The jump instructions influence the instruction pointer.
Some instruction will also use the stack.

In the remaining part of this chapter we will discuss these instructions.

Mathematical instructions
The mathematical instructions are used mainly to calculate expressions. We also describe three operations that are uncommon in this context, the WRT and WRTLN operations and the NOP operation. The first two write information to the standard output.

• in(WRTIWRTLN), iv(option), dv(number):
The WRT operation writes a string to the standard output. The top of the stack
has to point to the string. The WRTLN operation adds a carriage return (CG) at
the end of the string.
"write the string, to the standard output"
Stack := Pop(Stack);

• in(NOP), iv(option), dv( number):
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The NOP is a abbreviation of the words "No OPeration". This operation doesn't
influence the stack, the registers and the memory. It only influences the execution
time of the program because the NOP instruction has to be read by the interpreter
and the instruction counter has to be increased by one. It can be used for delays.
In the translations of the VHDL NOP indicates an end-marker, i.e.:

(
IF (inchk = '1') THEN
n_out <= NOT ( in1 AND in2)

\~
I

(
\

LDD

0

inchk

LDD
EQL
JZ
LDD
LDD
LDD

0

'1'

0
0
0

13
nand out
inertial
delay

LDD

0

in1

LDD

0

in2

GET

r

':

GET
GET
GET
AND
NOT
UPW

POP
, POP
4-NOP

Figure 6.7: NOP used for the translation of a loop instruction

• in(INR), iv(option), dv(nnmbcr):
The INR (IN Range) operator is especially used for range checking. The top three
values of the stack are used as fo11o\'1.s:
var I, h, c : data;
I, h, c := Top(Stack), Top(Pop(Stack )), Top( Pop(Pop(Stack)));
8tack := Pop( Pop( Pop(8tack)));
if (l < c < h) t Stack := Pn8h(8tack, bv(Trne)));
Do (l

<c<

h)

t-

Stack:= Pn8h(8tack,bv(FaI8e))

fi

• in(DEC), iv(option), dv( number):
The DEC operation decreases the top of the stack by one. The operation will take
into account the type of data that has to be decreased. We will not describe this
formally, but we will assume the' -' operator will take care of it.
var
num : data;
num := Top(Stack);
Stack := PU8h(Pop(Stack), num - 1);
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• in(ADD), iv(option), dv(n1l1nber):

The ADD operation adds two values. If option is zero the ADD operation uses the
two top elements of the stack. Otherwise the top of the stack will be added to the
register, indicated by option (where option E regi8ter8). We will assume the '+'
operator will take care of the type of data.
var a,b: data; a,8tack:= Top(Stack),Pop(8tack);
if (option = 0) +b,8tack:= Top(Stack),Pop(Stack);
0-,

(option

= 0) +-

b := A[option];

fi
Stack := P1l8h( 8tack, a

+ b);

• in(SUB), iv( option), dv( n1l1nber):
The SUB operation subtracts the two top elements of the stack.
var a, b: data; a, b, 8tack:= Top(Stack), Top(Pop(Stack)), Pop(Pop(8tack));
Stack := PU8h( 8tack, a - b);

All the other unary mathematical operations will be treated the same way as the
DEC operation, and the binary mathematical operations as the SUB operation,
where the different function of the operation has to be take into account.

Memory instructions
The memory instructions will influence the flow of data within the stack machine. But
operations that exchange data between the stack machine and ESCAPE will be discussed
as well.

• in(LDD), iv(option), dv(number):
The LDD operation loads a value directly onto the stack of the machine. We can
distinguish three kinds, separated by option.

o The number yield to the operation is directly stored into the stack.
n where n E regi8tcr8
The register corresponding with the value option is directly stored into the
stack.
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if (option =

0) +-

",,'tack := Push( stack, number);
0-, (option = 0) +-

Stack := Push(stack, A [option])

fi

• in(LDDS), iv(option), dv( number):
The LDDS operation assigns the top of the stack to the variable DS. The variable
DS points to a data-store. So this operation switches between data-stores. The
LDDS operation can formally described as follows:
DS:= Top(stack);
Stack := Pop(Stack);

• in(STDS), iv(option), dv(number):
The STDS is the counterpart of the LDDS operation. The STDS operation pushes
DS on the stack. This operation is used in multiple data-stores, i.e. a procedure
call. To switch to another data-store the pointer to the old data-store is pushed on
the stack.
. Stack := Push(stack,pv(DS));

• in(LDA), iv(option), dv( number):
To store a value into the registers we use the operation LDA. The option indicates
which register we use.
A[option] := Top(Stack);
Stack:= Pop(Stack);

• in(STO), iv(option), dv(number):
The STO operation stores the top of the stack into a variable of the data-store. The
DS variable points to the particular data store. The option indicates which field in
this data-store has to be stored.
As we mentioned before, each variable in the data-store is attached to four memory
addresses. The pointer DS points to the top of the data-store so we can figure out
the address of the field we refer to. We introduce a function to store a value in the
data-store (DS) and to function to load this value.
Store
option X info X 'W, where option E Z indicates the location of
the data-store, and info E data indicates the new data, and
'W E {nv, tv, lv, pv} indicates what variable.
Restore:
option X 'W, where option E Z indicates the location of the datastore, and 'W E {n v, tv, Iv, pv} indicates what variable in this
field.
Now STO will look like:
Store( option, Top( Stack), pv);
Stack:= Pop(Stack));
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• in(STl), iv(option), dv( number):
The STl instruction will store a value indirectly. The top two elements of the stack
will indicate the new value and the field we referring to. The option will indicate
which variable of the field has to be filled, with the exception ofthe list of processes.
To fill this list the new operator PCALL is introduced.
var n, f : data;
n, f, stack := Top( Stack), Top( Pop( Stack)), Pop( Pop( Stack));
if (option = 1) +-

o

Store( option, T op( Stack), nv);
(option = 2) +Store(option, Top(Stack), tv);

< option < 3)

D. (0

+-

Store( option, Top( Stack), pv);

o ()

of-

fi

• in(MALLC), iv(option), dv( number):
The MALLC (Memory ALLoCation) operation allocates some memory. The stack
machine contains three different kinds of stores;
- the program-store,
- the data-store,
- and the stores for the actual data.
The program-stores are not filled at run-time, so we do not need an operation to
allocate program-stores.
VHDL supports procedure calls, therefore we have to create data-stores at runtime. To allocate the data-stores and the stores for the actual data we can use the
MALLC operation. The option indicates which kind of store has to be allocated.
var I: data;
p: Dlabel;
f: Z;
v, stack := Top(Stack), Pop(Stack);
if (option = 0) +-

"allocate data-store with length 1"
p := pointer to allocated data-store;
Stack := Push(stack,pv(p));
D. (option = 0) +iv(f), stack:= Top(Stack), Pop(Stack);

"allocate data memory with length 1"
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p :=

pointer to allocated store;

8to1'e(1, pv(p), pv);

fi

To allocate a data-store the top of the stack indicates the size of the requested
memory. The pointer to the requested memory is pushed on the stack.
If we want to allocate the actual data the top two of the stack indicates which field
in the data-store and the memory size what has to be allocated. The pointer to the
requested memory is assigned to the data pointer in the corresponding field.

• in(FRE), iv(option), dv(number):
To de-allocate a data-store we use the FRE operation. This operation de-allocates
the data-store including the stores for the actual data.
"de-allocate the store pointed by Top( Stack)"
Stack := Pop(.r.,'tack));

• in(PCALL), iv( option), dv( n'U1nbe1'):
The PCALL operation adds a process pointer to the list of processes in a particular
field in the data-store.
• in(GET), iv(option), dv( number):
The GET operation gets data from a data-store. If the particular data represents
a signal declared in ESCAPE, the operation will get the data from ESCAPE.
• in(UPW), iv(option), dv( number):
To schedule a new time event on a signal we use the UPW operation. This operation
uses the functions newEvcnt(nd, bu.sindel:, newvalue, eventJi;ind) and the function
schedulcEvcnt( event, ddaytime) imported from the ESCAPE environment. The
first procedure creates a new event and the second procedure performs the actual
scheduling. Bus signals are not yet supported: busindex.
To use these functions we have to push the signal identifier, the delay type,
the new value and the delay to the stack. We can define several event in one
.signal assignment. For that the identifier and the delay-type are pushed back on
the stack.
The first event in one signal assignment is treated in a different way as mentioned
in section 5. For that we do need two kinds ofUPW operations indicated by option.
var ident, delay_type, ncuulalue, delay: data;
delay, neuulalue, .stack:= Top(Stack), Top(Pop(Stack)), Pop(Pop(Stack));
delay_type, ident := Top(Stack), Top( Pop(Stack ));
if (option = 0) +-

scheduleEvent (newEvent (<ident>, 0, new_value, delay_type», delay»;
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(option = 0)

<-

delay...kind := <normal_event>;
scheduleEvent (newEvent kident>, 0, new_value, delay_type», delay»;
fi

• in(DBB), iv(option), dv(number):
The DBB function only changes the contents of the stack. The top of the stack is
pushed number times to the stack.
var i: 2:;
i := number;

do

(i

> 0)

<-

i := i-I;
stack := Push(stack, Top(stack));

od

• in(POP), iv(option), dv(number):
The POP operation removes the top of the stack.
Stack := Pop(stack);

• in(1FC), iv(option), dv(number):
Using the IFC operation we can make a link between the data-stores used in the
stack machine and the data memory used in the ESCAPE environment. This operation uses the function searclLinsLcterllLby_name(globaLinst, name), a function
that searches for the memory location belonging to the signal name. This function
will return a pointer to this location.
The globaLinst is assigned to the actual model in ESCAPE. The name is stored in
the data-stores. This is why the field number is the only value we have to push on
the stack. In this field the name of the identifier is stored.

var n: sctofidentifiers;
i: IN
p: pointer
iv( i), stack := Top( stack), Pop( stack);
n := Restore( i, nv);
p := Mal'clLinsLcterllLby_name(globaLinst, n);
Store( i, pv(p), pv);
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Jump instructions
The last group of operators are the jump instructions. These operations influence the
instruction pointer.

• in(CALL), iv(option), dv( number):
The CALL instruction calls a procedure. The data-store pointer (DS) and the actual
instruction pointer (ip) will be pushed on the stack and the instruction pointer is
assigned to number.
Stack:= PU.sh(P'Il.sh(.stack,pv(DS)),pv(ip))

• i'n(RET), iv( option), dv( number):
The RET operation is used at the end of a procedure. This instruction causes the
return from a procedure call. The instruction pointer and the data-store pointer
will be assigned to the top two values of the stack.
DS, ip, Stack := Top(Pop(Stack)), Top(Stack), Pop(PopC~tack))

• in(JMP), iv( option), dv( numbf:r):
The JMP operation is a unconditional jump operator. The instruction pointer will
be added by number.
ip := ip

+ 71'llmbcr

• in(JZlJNZ), iv( option), dv( number):
The JZ and JNZ operations are conditional jump operators. The instruction pointer
will be added by number if the top ofthe stack is respectively zero or non zero. For
example JZ:
if (Top(.stack) = 0)

+-

ip := ip + number;
0-, (option = 0) ;ip:= ip;

fi
,,'tack := Pop(Stack);
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6.6 Translation of the statements
Using the abstract syntax tree we can formulate the translation functions. The rules
of the specification of this tree will emit the pseudo code within the stack machine.
The attribute C odeLength tells the exact length of the pseudo code. Before we start to
translate one of the procedures we have to allocate the code-store. The same attribute
can be used for jump operations, i.e.:

is_case-statemenLalternativeJist (EnvIn, EnvOut, CodeLength,
next:case-statemenLalternativeJist, choices:choices,
sequential_statements:sequential-statements)?
CodeEmit( choices);
Emit( CodeMem, CodeQ(JZ, sequential_statements::CodeLength+ 1,
QcodeNull()));
CodeEmit(sequential_statements);
Emit(CodeMem, CodeQ(JMP, next::CodeLength, QcodeNullO»;
CodeEmit(next);

This example shows the translation function of a ca8e statement. The translation procedure ("CodeEmit") is generated by puma. The "Emit" procedure stores a new instruction into the code-store (CodeMem). If "choices" pushes a zero on the stack the
"sequential_statements" tree will be skipped, otherwise the "next" tree will be skipped.

Chapter

The interface
In the previous chapters we discussed the design of the VHDL interpreter. In this
chapter we will discuss the interface between ESCAPE and the VHDL interpreter. The
interface controls the reset, initialization and the execution of the VHDL modules in
ESCAPE.
The VHDL module has to keep up with the state of the stack machine. Therefore every
VHDL module is assigned to a machine_control structure. If the module is suspended,
the state of the machine is saved into this structure. Mter re-invocation the state of the
stack machine is loaded and the execution is continued.
If we start the simulation in the ESCAPE environment, ESCAPE will first initialize all
modules. During this phase the initialization procedure of each VHDL module has to be
executed. The start-addresses ofthese procedures are also stored in the machine-control.
The second part of the initialization procedure executes the behaviour all modules at
simulation time point zero, similar to the VHDL initialization semantics.

The PCODE instructions used for event scheduling are:

• IFC:
The IFC operator will perform a link between the data-store in the stack machine
and the data-structure in ESCAPE.
• GET:
The GET operator will get the value of a signal. If this signal is connected to
ESCAPE, the value is loaded from the data-structure in ESCAPE.
• UPW:
The UPW will schedule a new event on a signal in ESCAPE regarding the delay
type.
The ESCAPE environment has been adapted to the delay models used in VHDL. Two new
types of event are introduced in ESCAPE: these types correspond with the semantics of
53
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the inertial and transport delays in VHDL. The delta delay was already used in ESCAPE.
A model described in the supported subset of VHDL will be treated as described in
[IEEE].

Chapter

Perform.ance and conclusions
The VHDL simulator supports a small subset ofthe VHDL language. Supported are the
"sequential statements", the "process statements" and the declaration of simple objects,
e.g. appendix A.I. Using these statements, a behaviour of a module can be described.
The structural description has to be modelled directly in the ESCAPE environment.
The VHDL simulator consists of a VHDL interpreter and the interface to ESCAPE.
Thanks to the construction of the VHDL interpreter the supported subset can be extended easily.
The performance of the stand-alone VHDL interpreter is compared with the Vantage
VHDL simulator (see table 8.1). The performance of the Vantage VHDL simulator is
approximately 10 times better in large examples (e.g. primes12) and 15 times better in
small examples (e.g. primes9).
design

10000 events
ESCAPE Vantage

primes9

68.2 s

4.8 s

primes12

852.7 s

78,4 s

Table 8.1: Performance VHDL simulator
Simple optimizations will increase this performance considerably:
• The stack
The usage of the stack is slow in comparison with the storage in the op-codes of the
instructions. To achieve this optimization, the instruction set has to be changed.
• The instruction set,
The instructions are provided with two op-codes. These op-codes are not fully used.
A new arrangement of the instruction, considering the op-codes, could increase the
performance.
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• Internal data flow,

In the internal data flow of the VHDL interpreter, a collection of values can be
replaced by a pointer to this collection.

Appendix

An exam.ple
In this appendix we will discuss an example. The example depicted in figure A.I could
be a primitive module in ESCAPE.

~

-~

in1
in2

\

r)
&)
J

-

nand- out

)

Figure A.I: Nand symbol

If we want to describe this module in VHDL we have to describe an entity of this module.
The pin names used in this entity have to correspond to the pin names used in ESCAPE.

ENTITY entity_and IS
PORT (in1, in2
nand_out

IN bit;
OUT bit

) ;

END entity_and;

The behaviour of the module can be described using a process statement.

ARCHITECTURE and1 OF entity_and IS
BEGIN
PROCESS(in1, in2)
VARIABLE delay: integer := 10 ns;
BEGIN
nand_out <= NOT in1 AND in2 AFTER delay;
END PROCESS;
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END andl;

Before we can simulate this description we have to translate this code into the PCODE.
During this translation a initialization procedure will be emitted.
The first instructions of this procedure will allocate the data-store of length 4 inl,
in2, nand_out, delay.

LDD
MALLOC
STDS

4
0

The next instructions of the initialization procedure will allocate and initialize the data.
In appendix 4.2 the entire program store is visualized.
If an new event occurs on signal inl or in2, the next process will be execute:
LDD
LDD
LDD
GET
LDD
GET
LDD
GET
AND
NOT
UPW
POP
POP
RET

0

nand_out

0

interial

0

delay

0

inl

0

in2

The UPW instruction will use the top four elements of the stack. These elements
represent the value, the delay, the type of the delay and the signal respectively. Mter
pushing these elements on the stack, the UPW instruction will schedule the event within
ESCAPE.

A.I

Nand Output

An example
~

INPUT FJ LE

['ort
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(1

n1 :

1n

bl t ;

In::
In bIt;
n<,nd_C'ut
: out bIt
) ;

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

bE>gin
process (In!, In2l
vanablp d€'lC\y :lntE'gE'l

:= 10 ns;

bE'glf!

nand_out

<:

not

(inl anti in21

aftE'l

[J€>1<'Y;

end Pl"OC"€"SS;

E'nd Ih,nd_l;
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vhdl.pars
PARSER

f'R.EC
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NONE
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Llbr"ryUnlt4

EntltyDecldl"c1tlon
Arch 1 t €'et ureBudy .

Identl fiE'l

.

/' 12 • /
Ent I tytJec 1 "r,H j on

'ENTITY' IdE'ntifier 'IS'
Port Interfac€'ListOpt
'END' Identlfl€'rOpt

Port Interfc1ceLl stOpt
Port Intel-fC'l.c€,Ll stOpt 1
F'ol"tlntpl fdCE'LIStOpt2

Id€'nt 1 f 1 erOpt
l.-ier.t 1 f 1E'l'Opt 1
Ident I f lerOpt:::-:

/. J j

'PORT'

Interfc1ceLI st

Ident 1 fl€'l
'/

Arch i t €oct Ul €'Body

'ARCHITECTURE' 1<:lE'ntlfler 'OF' Md.!"!':
[Jecldr,H iVE>Cldus€,
, BE-GIN'
CClnCUl"rentStdtements
'END' Id,o..nt i herOpt

'IS'
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[)e~l~ldtlveCI~~s~

rlo?~-} ,~l ,'it] vee} dUS021

Ilec 1 ..i Tcit '1 V'?C 1 ~'I.11se2
It]

7 li

[Jec}tllCltlVE-Cl~'1use

ComrnonDec lli.l-ci. t

1

ve I t em

C'omrnonDec 1 ~'I.1-a. t

1

vel t emJ

/.

BlockIJec-lL'l.ra.tiveltem .

• /

17 C'

ConstantDeclardtlon

;. /

B 1 ocr.Ih?C' 1 ~'I.rClt 1 ve I t em
81 oC' kDec 1 ~'l.L'l.t i ve I tern 1

Comrnon[JE'C I ,"11--'1.( i vel tern
.:. ~::ignalDeC'lLH,it ion.

BlockDecldrativeltem8
/'

17g ' /

F'rocess[J\?(' 1 ~'l.r<i.t 1 vel tern
1 veI t em
Vallable[lE'claldtlon.

F'rocE'ss[)ec 1 ~'ll·,_i.t i vo;;- I tend -= Corrunon[JE-(' 1 dr~'1. t

F'lOCE'ssDE'cldl-dtiveltenI5

Interfacl?Llst

:::: '('

1 nt er f <'IeeEl ement LIst
InterfaceElementLlstl
I nt erf <'1ceE 1 emem: Ll st:;
I·

InterLiceElementLlst

')'

.

In t erf ~iC'eEl ernen t
Intt21 f<iceEIE-mentLlst

Intel"faceElement .

22 • /

I nterf,:.,eeEleffient

ObJeetCIc'l.ssOpt Identl flE-rLIst
M-:JdeOpt SUbt),f,elndlC'c'l.tlon
OlJsOpt
AsslgnExf,resSl0nOpt

Ob] eet C I ,1S::.0pt
objeC"tCl c1.ssopt: 1
ObJeetClc'i,s:::;or,tJ

ModeOpt =
Modeo[>t I
ModeOr't ~

MOr1';'

BusOpc
BusOpt 1
BusOpt2

'BU~:;'

ObJ",,("~CL'l.sS

Ass }~mExf'r~ssI onOr,t
AS::.IgnExpresSlonOpt 1
AssIgnE~)reSSlonOpt2

E:·:rIl?SSIOn

/' :: 3 • /
Mode
MNiel

, IN'

M0d",,2
Mode)

, INOUT'

Mode4
ModeS

'BUFFER'
, LItJr:AGE'

'OUT'

/' 28 "
Ident I flel
I· 2q
E:qn

'I

ess on

Express anI
Express on2
ExpresslonJ
ExpresSlon4
ExpressIonS
EXPI eSSIonb

AndExpression
OrExpres~non .
XorE>:pre-sslon .
Left: RelatIon 'NANn' Right: Rf-Int ion
Left: Relntion 'NOR'
RIght: ReL'l.t ion
RE-ldtlon

I;' 29a
AndExpress I on
AndExpre:?Slonl
AndExpresslon2

~/

Left: ReL'lt ion' AND' Right: ReL'tt Ion
AndExprE-ssion 'AND' ReL'l.t Ion .

/i 29b "I
DrExpl-esslon
OrE)=1'le:=:sionl
Left: Rel.~l,tlon 'OR' RIght: RE-lation
OrExpl E-sslon2
01'Expresslon 'DR.' R'?l~'l.tIC,n

.

I· 24c- • I
1.(..'1 E~.q:JI'ess I on
XCJrEZ"pl"l?ss I on 1
Left: RelatIon 'XOR' RIght: Relc1tlon.
XorExpiesslon2
XOI'Express I on 'XOR' ReI ~H I on.
/ ~
ReLH Ion
Reo I ,'It Ion 1
Rel.'!t lon2
Rel,H L(lnJ
1-

2 9<1

~

I

UnnryOpel'd.tor PI imal-Y
Pllffi'1 1'y
R;:o.latlon Bln~11yOp'?rc'l.tor Prlm,uy .
J [) .;'
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F'llm,'lry
f'11nhuyl
F'l Inh'll'Y~

Ll tel","'!l

PI Hlh'll"yb

, (f

EXPl-o?SSlon

'J

I

•

N,'l.me

N,'lmE-l
Nem€'2

Nt'lmt?'I"wo

N"me'I"wo!

StnngLitel-"l

W,me'I"wo2

Attl'lbutE'N<unP

;' 37 • I
Attllbut-eName
Attl"lbutE'N,unel
Attrlbut€'N,'tJl1e2

Mark ••• Identlfi€'l- .
N,1.lT1€''I''wo .,. Identifi€'l'

/- 43

~/

Blndl"yOpE'h'ltol

Bl nalJ/Operator 1
B i naryOpl?1""tor2

'+ '

8i nal"yOpel"at 013
81 n,:,ryOpel",'lt 014

, /'

81 n·.'l l'YOpE' l"'.'lt 01'5
81 n<'1 l"y OPE'" 1 ,'It 01 b
81 n,iryOpel",'ltOl 7

'MOD'
'REM'

n,'l l"YOpE' 1"<'1 t or8
Bln,'lryopE'l"at 01 q

'& '

81

Bl n"ryOpel",'lt 01 1 0
Bln,'Il"yOpeL'l.tol"ll

Bin,'ll-YOpo?l dto:::12
B 1 naryOpel"ato!' 1 j
Bl nary Ope-rat or 14
(. 44

'/='

•/

Un ,11 yOpE> 1 ,'It 01

Unc'U"yOp€'l

<'It:

011

'AB'"

Un·.11yOP'?1 at 01"2

'NOT'

Un,'ll"YO}:>E'l"t'lt 01"3

'+' F'REC SIGNOP

Un,,\l"YOpE'1 ,'It 014

F'REC SIGNQF'

40

/~

ChOIces

~I

ChOlceLlst

ChOIC€,LI3t
Choic€'Llstl
ChoicE'LISt:2

/

.

.

ChOIce
ChOICe-LIst' I' ChOICe-

47

j'

~

I

-[llscleteR~nge· l"eplacerl with -rlISCI"e-te-RangeOn€'" to aVOId
conflicts with "Expresslon- .

/

ChCICeChOIce!
ChOlce3

ExpreSSIon

'OTHERS'
j

~

b1

.. ;

SubtYr\eIndic~,t

Ion

Subt}TJe-Indic~'ltionl
~

j

bb

M,'\rk

•j

01 SCI E't e-R~'\ngp
DiscreteRangel
DI SCTPt e-Range-2

Subtype-I nd 1 Cdt i on
Range-Spe-ciflcdtlon

j" 67 • j
RangeSpeclflcation
R~::mge-sp€'ci fic,"!.t ionl
RangeSpe-cific.atlon2

Di !"E>ct ion
Dlre-Ctlanl
Dll"e-ction2

j~

~-;lgna 1 Dec

Expression.

'TO'
'DOWNTO'

69,,\

~j

constantD"?clarc'\tlon
j~

At t l"i but eN~'\IIle
Le-ft: Expression Direction Right:

b9b

'CONSTANT' Ide-ntlfie-rList
AsslgnExpre-sslonOpt ' ; ' .

' ; ' SUbtypPIndlc,'\tion

OJ
'SIGNAL' Ide-nt i fle-rLlst ' : ' Subtype-Jndlcc'\t ion
$1 gn" 1 K i ndOpt Ass ignExpre-ss i onOpt

Ian'!t ion

sl·;;mc'\l KlndOpt
Slgn"lKlndOr,~.l
:..~

1gn,'I 1K1ndOpt:
/"

b9c

SignalKind
~j

V<ul~'ibIeIleclar~'\tion

/. 70 • /

'VARIABLE' Ident 1 fIe-rLlst
Ass i gn Expre S s i onOpt

';'

Subtypelndlc.,t ion
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ODJ P c-tClc1SS
Ob,:l'?C"tCl,'1ss1

'CON~::TA.N"T '

Oi:'lE'ctClass:::
ObJ<?C'tCldssJ

, SIGNJ..L'
'VARIABLE'

I j 71
:::lQ!h'\lKlnd

'/

!..~lgTBIKlndl

'BU:':~'

Slgn,'llKlnd2

'REGI~:;TER'

/' 82 ./
I t er,"It

i onSchE'me

It erc'1.t 1 onGe-he-mel

ForS('"hem~

Ite10tlonSchE>m~2

Whilescheme

/. 84 ' /
Fort:;cheme =- 'FOR'

Identlf1€'l" . IN'

niscreteFumgE>

;* 85 • /
WhlleSchE'mE'

..

/

0:::

'WHILE'

Expression .

StatE'ment~'

Concurrent

Bb *;
COnCUI"l-entStatements
,0

Concurl"e-ntstaternentsl
COnCUIIE'ntStatements2

COnCUrl"entStatements

Concul·l·entSt~tement

.

I ~ 87 • /
('(,ncurrpnt St"tement
ConcurlentStatement7

/' 05 ./
Wc"lveform
W,"lVefOllT11
Wtweform2

;*

W,1.vpfonnEl€>ment
W,'\veform
WaveformElement

qb

• /

w.,;vefOlmEIE>ffi>?nt =- Expl-esslon Aft",rExpIesslonOpt
Aft erExpn?SSl onOpt
Aft erExpress i (;!1Qpt 1
Aft erEXflressI onOpt:2
/ t

q7

'AFTER'

.

E:... -press] on

•I

Target
T,"Irget 1 ;::- N,'1I'!1e
/'
:'1

102 ./

CJC,",2,s~,t,"Itement

f'IOC-=-SsSt"tement 1
F'rcJl:"e-ss~~tat ement 2

/. 10:>"

~

Irient

l

f 1":'1 ' : ' f'rocessSt"te-mentOne
cit ementOne .

f'roces~St:

/

f'rocessSt~tementOn~

'PROCESS'
~~<?ns 1 t '- VI t yLl ~--;tOpt
FTocessDec J ,u""t 1 vel t ernC 1,"Iuse

'BEGIN'

J St ,'I r eme-nt:::
'PROCESS' IrientlfJd'Or't

::~.o-<Jup.n:: 1 d

'£NIl'

~,ens 1 t i VI tyLI ::.t0r.'t
S'2n SIt 1 Vit y L 1:3 t OrA 1
SenSI t I VI tyLl stOpt:2

' ( ' Sen:o.ltlvltyLIst

')'

PI"o~ess[lecl~l"atlveltemClause

ProcessIJec 1,H"dt 1 vel t ernC} "use 1
ProcessI 1 eclaratIvelternClduse2

/~

103 oj

Sensi t i vi tyList
SensltlvityLlstl
SensitlvityLlst2
/.

f'rocessfJecL"ll"at i vel ternCl,'1use
F'rocessDecl,"Irativeltern .

104

Name
SensitIvityLi3t

Name.

•/

sequent I a 1 St at ernen t 3
Sequent I a 1 St ,"It ernent 31
SequentialStaternents2
I' 1():, - J
Se'JUent 1"lSt"tement
Sequen t 1,' 1 ~::;t <"It em.o-nt::
SequentIalStatement3
SE"l',Jent j a 1 St "t ement 4
Se''lUE-'n t l a 1 St at <?men t:,

SequentIalStatements Seqtll?ntialStatement

C"seSt "t ement
Exit~::;t,"Iternent

Sequentl~l$tdternentb

1 fSt,"Hement .
LoopStaternent
Next t:t -_'It ernen t

Sequentl~lStaternent7

Null::~t~1ternent

Sequent I ,'II ~~t ,;t ernen t 1 (I
SequentialStaternentll
SequentlalStaternent12

S 19n,"IIAss igrullE'nt :.~t ,1.ternen t
varlableAsslgnmentStatement
W,'1] tStatement .

107

•I

.
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Ca".·:<~t~,to:>mE'nr

'CA:"~E'

::

EXPIE'Ssion

'IS'
Cd5E'StdtementAltel"natlveLlst
'END' 'CASE' ' ; ' .

C',1seStet( ementAl terne"lt 1 veLI st
CCl5E'~::;t "t ement Al (ernat i veLI st 1

C\".::.eSt ,1 Cement A 1 tern,,>:: 1 VI?

C~SE'St~tE'rnE'ntAltE'1'nativE'LlS~2

CaSE'S~~temenrAltE'rnatlVE'Llst

CdseStatementAlternatlVE' .
/'

108 ' /

C'lseSt elt ement Al t ernat 1VE'

'WHEN'

ChOICE'S' '" ,.'

/' IOq ' /
EXltSt,1tement:: 'EXIT'

S€"'luent i",lSr,'HementS

IdentlflerOpt WhenExpressionOpt

WhenExpreSSlonOpt

WhenExpresslOnOfltl
WhenExpl eSSlonOpt 2

'WHEJ\l'

ExpressIon.

/ ~ 110 • /
If Statement =
'IF"

ExpressIon

'THEN'

SequentldlStatements
El 81 fExprE'ssionCl <"Iuse
£1 SE>0rt
'END' 'IF' ';
I

•

£1 S1 fExpl eSSl (me l,:l,us,""
E 1 s if Express 1 one1 ,'Iuse 1
El 31 f Expn'ss lonel e"luse2

Els.:o0["'t
ElsE'Opt 1
EiseOpt2

'ELSE'

E131 fExpress10nClausE- 'ELSIF' Expl"eSSIOn
'THEN" Sequent lctl:.-:;tatements

Sequl?ntle'll~:;te"ltement

*

III "j
LoopSL'1.tl?ment :::: Identl flerColonOpt
Itel"e"lt ionSc-h.:-meOflt 'LOOF"
Sequen r ; '-~ 1 ~:;t ~"It E'men t s
'END' 'LOaF"
Ir'lE'nt I fl el'Opt
j

I dent I f I el"Co 1 onOpt
lrient I f 1 erCo lonOpt 1
Ident i fiel"C'olonOpt2

1 t E'l

It
1t

Id~nt 1

fU?l

dt 1 on:'-::Ch~meOpt

er~"It
E-r~i.t

i onSC'hemeOpt 1
1 onSC'hemeOpt 2

ItE'LH lonSC'hemE'

/' 112 ' /
NextSt ...' ltE'ment = 'NEXT' Identl flerOpt
WhenE:,,:press 1 onOpt '
/. 113 • j
NullStatement = 'NULL'
j • lIb "/
S I gn;~ lAss I gnrnent St ~"It ement

TL"InsportOpt
TI'ansportOpt: 1
TretnsportOpt2

Tr~"InsponOpt

'TRANSPORT'

117 ' j

j~

V,~l"labll?ASsignrnentStatem€-nt=-

/'

Target' :=' ExpressIon

lIB '/

WaitStatement = 'WAIT' OnSensltlvltyLlstOpt
Unt I 1 Express i onOpt
ForExpress i onOpt
DnSE'nSI t i VI tyLI stOpt
OnS<?nSI t i vi tyLi stOpt I
OnSl?nSI t I VI tyLi st Opt 2

Unt i 1 Expressl onOpt
UntllExpressionOptl
Unt i lExpressionOpt2

ForExpreSSlonOpt
ForExpn?ss ionOpt 1
ForExpressl onOpt 2

..........
12

'ON'

SensltlvityList

'UNTIL'

ExpressIon ,

'FOR' EXr>l"eSSIOn

,

.

Termln<,ls

/

IdE'ntlflE'1 : [RE'L tldent]
{ RE'f := Nold€>nt; } .
Flo<"ItlngPolntLltel<-,1
{ Rpf

::'\0';

:

[Ref:

t:.-::trlngR€>fl

[type:

lnt)

We"lvefonn

Appendix

vhdl.scan
DEFINE
{O-q) •
<:hglt \ {A-F <'l-f}
{A-Z ,,-z}

01g) I:
ey.tE'nd~d_<iigi t

1et t
I

E'l

nr E'~l<:O 1

~lgltJ~

E'xtenderl_chgit

{\ - -]

E'l

(I

-

stllng_ll1egall
strlng~111€'g~'\12

-

l_? extended_dIgIt)·

I" a 11 AGel I • I
;* .:d 1 ASCII eXC'E'pt Double quote

{\ !" --).

stnngch2
llleg"l

START :3TR1,

l_?

dlg]t

b<iSed_l nreg!?!'
gr.:l{)h 1 C_Chc'1T~'Ct
stntigchl

~/

"$&--)

{I Itln)
{I

'" - -)

{\

~"S&-~}

;. all O?xcept Spc1,C€', t~,b 01' newline 0/
/~ all except string_C'hal'~1C'tErl ' I
!~ <,11 excert stl"lng_C'h~u-dC'tE'l ~I

STR2

RULES

/' Comments '/
t18TDtI

/"

ANY

Flo~'l.tlngF'01ntLlt€'1'L'1

t1:-:::TI)!l

Int""'9E-l

*/

•• " b<'\sed_lnt€'gE'l

•. -

based_Ioregel

-fl-

(E { .... \-}

?

lnregel)

?

Get LOWeI" \Word) ;
At t r i but€'o F1 oat 1 ngf'o 1 nf: Li (ere' 1 . Re f=Put St rIng (Word, st r 1-=-0 (Word) ) ;

Att r i bute, Fl oat IngPolnt Li tele'll ,tY}'€-= flo,:,t ing;
return flo,:,tlngPolntLlter ...' lI; ]
"STI)~

integel -:- basE-d_Integer -," bc'lsed_int€'ger -:- (E {+\-}? Integer) ?
GetLoweI-(Word) ;
At t rlbut e, Float IngF'oI nt Ll tel"c'll ,Re f=F'ut St 11 ng (\t.,lord, st d en (word) ) ;
At t 1 lbut€", Fl Oe'tt 1ngpo 1nt Ll tE'1 aI, typo:-= f 1 Qc,t] ng;
return Floc,tlngPolntLiteu11; )

"STD",

lnte-gel ".- Int€'ger {E {+\-} ? integer) ') .
{ Get Low€'l" (WoI'd) ;
At t n bute. Fl oat 1 ngpo i nt LI teI" . '. ll ,Re f=F'ut St 1'1 n9 (Word, st r 1 en (Word) ) ;
At trIbute, Fl OCtt 1 ngPoI ntLI tel Ctl . type= f IOilt Ing;
I"eturn FlodtlngPolntLlteI-c'll; ]

;'

Integ€'rLltel-al . ;

*,STD .. Integer ·fl- b<'1sed_integ€'1 ""'- {E + ? integeI-j ? :
G€'t Lower (Word) j
At t n bu t l?, I nt eg€'I"LI t er , 1 . Re f =F'ut St n ng (Word, sU"len (Word) ) ;
At t ri but€' . 1 ntegel-Li t: eI' "Il ,type= i nt eger;
r€'turn IntE'g€'rLI tere,1; I
.STDtt Integ€'1 ":" based_lntegf"r . : . lE -+ ? Integel"} ? :
{ G€'t Low€'r (Word) ;
At t I' I but e-. Int eQel"Li t ere"ll • Re f=I-'ut St 1- i ng {Word, st rl €'n (woI"d) 1 ;
At trIbute, IntegeI"Li te-rill, type=lnteQer;
return Integel'Lltera1; ]
"'~:;TlJ"

Int':egel

(E + :

Integerl

?

:

( Get Lower (WoI"d) ;

At t 11 but e. 1 n t egel"Ll t €'rc'll ,Re- f =F'ut St I-i ng (Word, st 1"1 en (WoI"d) ) ;
At t 1 1 but: e. In teg€'rLi t <:>1"e'l1 . type: Integer;
l"€'turn IntegerLl ter ..' 1I; )

"~~TD'"

{B:JXbox} \. bc'tsed_integel \. :
{ Get LOW€'l' (Word) ;
At t 1 i butf' ,Bl t StrlngLi tel· . '."i1
Ieturn BltStnngLltel ..., l; J

,Ref=f'ut~::t

l" 1 ng (Wol-d, st I 1.:-n (W01-d) ) ;

;. ChdI-aterLltel"ill . ;
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GetWCll d (Wor'.,} ;

At t 1'1 butl? Crh'l.l d.C't!?l LJ t PI~, 1 .Re f
leturn Ch<'l.l~,("terLlter,_il;

/.

~::rl'lng

"STD.

IItE'lal; orenlng quote

Wo1'<1.[ 1];

~I

\.:

{
}')':,.:;t

~'u·t

(8TH 1 ) ;

8t11ng[OJ

ttSTR 1 ..
(

st

= '\0',

1-1 ngch

1

GetWord (Word) ;
stlT ..:;r (Stl-ing,word);

/" Stling 11tE'ldl: double double quote within string tf
'STRU
\. \. >
{
strc~'l.t

(Strlng,-\··);

/" StrIng 111:<:'1',-,11: clc:'Slng qu(,te ' j
*8TRl_
\wStctrt (STIlj;

Attrlbute.StringLitE>l,,,l.R,,,,f
l"etuI·-n StrlngLiteu,\};

/. :"-:tring litE-utI: openIng t

PutString(Strlng,stl-lenlStrlng)! ;

*/

.STD.
}')':-::L'l.l"t l~':;TR2);

8t1"lng[OJ

= '\0';

strlngch2
GetWol-d(Word.l ;
stIC,"It \~;tllng,Word);

/* StrIng 11(1:'1-,.,}: double double t withIn strIng
'STR2'
H;-

OJ

(

stlTdt (String, ·t· J;

I- String lItelc'l_I: clClslng t
t1STF:21t

~I

i;-

{

yySt ~:l.rt (STIll;
Attribute.Stl"ingLltl?l-al.Ref
return Stl-lngLiter~l;

putString(String,stl-l€On(Strlng)) ;

;t Reserved words *1

INSERT RULES
1*

Identiflel

CASE-INSENSITIVE #STDtI
*1

Get Lower (Word) ;
Attrlbute.Identifler.R€Of
return Identl fi€Or;

/"

M~'l.keldent (Word,

strlen(Wordj);

llleg2tl chc'l.r,'tct€Or outside string lIteral */

t1STDtI

lllegd_l

Get Word (Word) ;
Sc~"'tnnerEITOl (Attribute.F'osltion, -Illegal character-);

I'

Ill€Og2ll ~h,1.rdctel InSide stllng liter~'ll 'I

#STRI"
(

Gt"tWord (Word) ;
Scannel Error (At n-l but E". POSl t l on, - i II ega I st 1'1 ng

ch~'l.rc'lct 021-·

);

ItSTR21t

[

GetWord (Wonil ;
Scann€OI-EIT01" (A t

t l' ibut E".

POSI t 1 on, - i II egc'l. 1 st ri ng charc'l.ct €Or· ) ;

Appendix

vhdl.ast
RULE

desl gn_un 1 t_l1 st
no_des lQI1_Un 1 ~._ll st
ls_deslgn_ulllt_llst

next: deslgn_unlt_llst REV
context_ltenLllst 11brory'_unlt

/' ------ ----------1 t'--

-- rules

-----------------'/
,:,_11 t'?l"e,l
no_II tel e,l
11 tel ,'1.1
[r'Os:rf'Cisltlon]
I_lnteg-Eol 1ItPI"e,1
[Stl :t:.:;tnngRef]
i_flo"t Ing-.l'olnt_lltel"al = \str:tStl"IngRE'fj
l_chaI'~cteI_Iltel"~l
[ld: t 1dellt] .
l_bI t_st n ng_l1 trI e' 1
[str:t!..:;tringRefJ .
I __phYSI CoCl 1_1 1tE"I ,,1
o_llteral [Irl:tldent)
1_1 dent 1 tIel
~ [id:t lrlent 1
{stl :t:.:;tl"lngRefJ
l_st l" 1 ng_1 it ere' 1
I_null

IdentlflE'l_list
nO_Idellt 1 fl'?l 1 ist
1 ::::_ldE;"nt 1 f i E'I_I 1 st

nE-xt

IdentlflE;"l"_list REV [id:tldent]

[poS:tposltlon]

.

/' ----------------lOU I e.s
7 - 1 1 --

- ~
--

-- - - ------ -- - - - '/

context_lt<?tn_llst
nc,__cont E'xt_l tern_II st
ls_context_ltem_llst
c _11 brCil"y _C" I ,'tus.:>
c_use_clause

next: context_Item_list REV
irlentlflel_11st
selected_ncUTle_l ist

..

liblary_unlt

[id_fll-st:t1dent] [ros_fir:o.t:tPosltion] [id_lc'\st:tldE'nt] [ros_Jost:tposltionj
dec1d.rd.tlvf"_itenl_list ~
l_entlty_dec1d.rotion
generic: interface_lIst
["Ol-t
: intE"l-fnce_llst
concurlent_stotements
I_con f igurd.t ion_decl e'!lre1t ion = E"nt 1 ty : name name
use_cL,usE'_l ist
configurat 10n_l tem_l ist
IJ1ackage_decl,'!I1-at ion
I_eu chi tecture_body
[ld_ent I ty: t ldent J [pos_ent i ty: t POSI t ion) concurrent_st ot ement s
l-"packagE'_body

declal-ative Item~list
no_decleuatlve_ltem lIst
1 s_dpc l ..u ,'It 1 ve_l tern_II st
rl_t YI'o:' _rlf"C 1 oil "t I on
~_subtYre_d~clal-atlon

d_ron2t"nt decl,'l"t Ion

d_e'll I,"s_declarat Ion
d_subrl"ogl-cUTl_dec 1 c"lre,t 1on

next : decl ..,r,"1tive_item~llst REV·
[ld:tldentl [ro.s:tF'ositlon] o_typ'?_definltion
[lc:'l:tldent] lDos:tPosition] subtype_Indlcotion
Ident If 1"'1 list subtype_IndicatIon
o_E'x["l"eSSlOn .
Id€'ntlflel"_llst subtype_IndicatIon
[SIgnal_kInd] o_expression
1 rl",nt 1 fI E-l_l I st subtype_l nch c,'it ion
O_E'>'-Pl"E;"SS I on .
!Id:t1dentj [po::::tPositIGn] subtype_lndlcdtlO/l
(mode] expreSSIon
[id:tldent) lr'0s:tpositionl subtype_indIcation name.
subrrogrcun_s["E'c i f 1 cat ion
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:1_ SUDrrc,gl,,,m_h0r1Y

SUbPl ogl"c'l.m_SpE'C'1 f 1 (','It: ion
r:i+:-' 1c'l.l"c1t 1 Ve _1 tE'm~ 11 st
SE''1llo?nt 1.:t}_stCltement s

terc'll
Ii ri: t I den t 1 {pos: t f'osi t 1 on J
generIC' ; IntE'l-fdCE'_l ist
port
: Interface_lIst.
[lc1:tldentJ [pos:tPosition] ndffiP •
[id:tldent] !pos:tPosition] entlty_nc'\Il1E'_llst
[entlty_cldSS]
0_11

d_comronE'!lt_dE'c 1,'l.I"dt Ion

d_<'l.tt l"l but E>_r1""C 1 cn-<'l.t Ion
d_<'l.ttl"lbutE'_SPE'C'l fl(>'l.t Ion

express 1 on .
d_C'onflguratlon_Spf>cifie,Hlon =- instant'1tion_llst nam~
binr:hng_lndlC"1tlon .

d_dlsc:onnection_speclflC'dtlon

= signCll_list

ncune

expn"£'Slon .
SE'l

E'C't

ed_name _1 i st"

/'------------------ louIE's 18 - 20 --

-----------------'/
subprogr,'l.ffi_SpeC 1 f 1 C<'l. t Ion

syrocedul"e
s_function

-- rules 21

- 27

interL3C'E'_1 1St ~
[id:tlrient] !pos:tPosltion]
~ 1 i tered nCllT\f> .

--

IntE'rf.:'l.ce_llst
nO_1ntE'rtacE' lISt
1 S_l nt erf~'l.ce_l 1 st

next : IntE'1'L1ce~11st REV
[obJect_class] IdentlflE'l_llst
[modE'] sub::YPl?_ind1C~'l.tlon lbu:::~]
o_e,;r'l'eSSlOn .

aSSOC1<'l.t10n lIst
llst
ist
Ion
a_dlscrete_langE'

nO_~1ss0C'1a.t10n

lS_~1SS0C1at 10n_1
~"'l_assoc1dt

next: assoC'il1tion_list REV
o_n,"'tlllE' o_express Ion (F l.:lgs]
= rilsCTf>te_range

/._--------~-------

-- 1ules 28 -

42 --

---~~----------~_./

0_eXpn?SS10n
nc,_€'xpreSS10n
E-X[,l"€,S2.10n
E'_un2'lry
e--prl !Tt.:l1-Y
e_b1n l1ry

pr1mal"y
p_name
p_l1teliil
p_dgg"l"€'gate
p_qual 1 f l€'d_f>xpl"E'SSlOn
p_ .." 'lllocdtor
p_expreSSlon

[po:;.:: t f'OSl t 1 on] ~
[un<"'lI"y_operl,tor] prlmary .
pl-1miiry .
l€'ft : pl"lml"'lry [blne'iry~operatol"]
rIght : prIme11")'

[[lOS:

tF'osi t lon 1

nOlllC

11 t €'l"e1 1 .
€'l€'ment_dsSOcldtlon_llst
qUe'tl i f 1 ed_f>xpr€,SSlon
alloc<'l.tor .
E'xpreSSlon .

o n '\.!ll€'
no_name
nl'l.me
n_ident 1 f I el
n_sE'l€'cted_name
n_st 1'1 n9_1 1 t er.., 1
n_attribute_name
n_l fts_name

[ipOS:tPos1t10n]
[id:tldE'nt] [pos:tPositlon]
ne'lJllE' suffIx.
[SCI :tStrlngRefj [pos:tF'osition]
nl'lJlle [Id: t Ident] [pos:t F'OSI t Ion]
ndInP aSSOCIatIon_list

selE-cted_nl1mE'_11 st
n(,_3e 1 E'ct €'d_n~'l.1TIE'_1 i st
ls_selected_n~me_llst

5ufhx
5_11 tel""l
s_,'\11

element aSSOCIatIon_lIst

next : sE'lectE'ri name_II st REV
name suffIx.

1 i tel"<, 1

[pos: tt'Osl t ion]

n0_ploment~ds90clc1tl(m

lIst
ls_element_dsSocldt10n_llst

= next:

element asSOCiatIon_lIst REV

vhdl.ast
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choices expre-SSlon

(llklil

f 1 erl_E')o,:l'l'f'ssi on

Q..expreSSl0n

Q..aggre9,"tE'

c'llloC','\tOl

d._canst r<'l1 ned_funet 1 on

d_canst rd i ned
,'I_que' 11 f 1 eel

.

lpos:tF'ositlon] name
eXrll-ess 1on .
element_c1ssoci at lon_II st

[pOS:tPosltl0n) ~
first : name secane'
name
dssoci<H ion_lIst .
name association_l1st
qU<.1Ii fied_e>,:pression .

/' ------------------

louiE'S

43 - 44 --

----------------_./
;"------------------ }-ules 45 - 47 --

-----------------,/
choicE'S
no_C'ho ICes

i s_choi C'es

next : choIces REV
expreSSIon.
dl SClt?t e_range

C_E'XPl"E'sslon

c_(h scret E'_l",'l.nge
('_(,the!':;

/

t

_

-- rules

4~

- 00 --

-----------------'/
o_tY[lE'_r1.e f 1 01 t 1 on
no_typE'_de f 1 ni t Ion

typ.:-_def 1 01 t

1

on

t_E'nume L'l.t 1 on_t'yl'E' _dE' fIn 1 t ion
t_l"c'l.nge_con:;:;t 1'<'\1 nt

t-I'hys i

C',,] _

type_de fin i t Ion

t_unconst LotI nE'd_Clrl <'11" _de f 1ni t 1on
t_('(lost 1'0 i OE-a_en"l ay_de fIn 1 t Ion
t_l"ecL.'rri_typi?_de f 1 01 t Ion
t_<'tCCE'ss_t YPE'_de fIn 1 t Ion

t_f 11 E'_tYf,-:-_rlef In 1 t Ion

second,u'y _un 1 t_riec1 ,'\1','\( 1 on_II ~t
no_sO?concl,,,ry_un 1 t_ d~c 1 <.'\l'2'lt 1 on_l i st
1S_SE'C'onrlc'\l-Y_un 1 t_ dec 1c11'a t lon_II st

eJ ernent_dec 1 al'c'\t 1 on_l1 st
nO_l?lement_declc'\L'1t ion lIst
i s_eI erni?nt_dE'cI <H<'\t lon_II st

~

11 teI-<11_11st
range_spec If i cat J on
r,'\nge_spec if i cat 1 on
[Id:tIdent] [pOS:tpoSltlon]
seconrlat"y_unJ t_dec lar<H lon_II st
n<.W1e_l i st subtype_i ndicat 1 on .
dl sc t'et e _l-ange_l i st subt YTlE'_l nd1 cat Ion
elernent_decl'OI.lcHlon lIst
subtYflE'_I ndlC<7lt ion
n,'tlne .

next: second.uy_unlt_declcHc... tion_l1st REV
[ld:tIdent] [pos:tF'ositionJ litE-I'al .

next: ",lement_dE-clcu',:ttion_J 1St REV
identlf1E-I_list subtY-Pf"_lndic<'ttlon .

/'------------------ l"ules 61

- 68 --

-----------------'/
subt ype_i ndi cat 1 on
s_i ndex_const 1"a i nt
S_l'<'\nge_const r<.'\ 1nt

dl SCI-e te_t<'l.nge_11 s t
no_di screte_1"ange_l1 St
1 s_di seret e _range_l i st

di scret e _ul.Dge
d_subt YTle _i ndi cat.i on
r:Cr ange _spec i fica t ion

1 <'tnge_specl f 1 edt ion
l"d_<'\ttrlbuti:'
r ..i ._E'xpress i on

/,------------------ l'ules

6~

- 7S --

-----------------'/
~.lgn,:d_l.ist

sI_n<'tlne_l i st
51_0t het"s

bdsetY[le : name resol ut ion
aSSOCl c1t 1 on_l i st .
= range_specl flcat ion.

o_name

next : cil seret e _l"ange_l i st REV
d1 screte_rangE' .

subtype_lndlccHion .
range_spec 1 flcation .

nam;? [ld:tldent] [pc>s:tposition]
lE'ft : expression [dirE'ctlon]
rlght : expreSSIon .
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n,:ur,E'_ll::.r::
no_r:~un-2
1

11 st

s_n'.1me_l i st

next

/'------------------ l"ules 7b - 80 --

-----------------,/
ent 1 ty_namE'_ll st
E'_designatol_llst
€'_others
E'_ull

lltel"c"ll lIst
no_l 1 tel'<"Il lIst
ls_lltel"ClI_llst

next

/'----------------rules 81 - 85 ---------------'/
Qener,:'\ t lon_schE'me

expression .

9_1 f_scheme
9_fOl_scheme

0_1 t el"c'lt Ion

[ld:tldent}

[poS:tF'OSlt10n]

dlscrete_l",'tnge

.

scheme

nO_ltE'l2ltlon_scheme
1 t el"c'\t ion_scherr,€'

i_far_scheme

[id:tldent] (P(!s:tF'(J::~ltlonl discrete_range
.. decl c'Uc,t i VE'_i tem_l i st .
:::

E'XpJ"i?SSlOn

/'------- l-ules 86 -

103 --

---------- -------- ' /
C'onCUl"rent_statements
no_C'oncUlTE>nt _st atement s

ls_concurrent_stCltements

next: C"oncurrent_stc'\tements REV
conCUlTent_st at ement

COnCUl"rent_statement
c_bl ock_st <'It ement

(ld_fll'st:tldent] [pOS_fll'st:tPosition] o_eXpn?SSIOn
generIC: Interface_list
genel"lCmap : assocIation_lIst
port
: interface_lIst
portm .., p
: assoC'lation_l1 st
decl c,r.,t I Vf' ~l tem~ll st
cOnCUITf'nt_st at ement s
11d_lc"lst :tldent] [p,'.o',_1 ..1 z:t :tP(!3itlon] .
[ld:tlc1ent] [poS:tf'o3Itlon] eX'f,l·e:sslon
report. : o_expl eSE: 1on
severl ty : o_expressl on.
c_conCUI renT.......l'HJcerlur'?_call
[ld: t ldf'nt J [pos: t Posi t 1 on) nc1lTle
c_concurrent_s igna 1_c183 19nment_st c"lt ement =
concurrent_s ignnl_dSSI gnmel1t_st a~ ement
c_comronent_instantation_st.1tement = [ld:tldent) [ros:tPositlonl name
generlcmap : association_lIst
port map
: association_lIst.
c_generate_stdtement
lid_first :tldent] [pos_first :tPositionJ generation_scheme
concurrent_statements
[id_last:tldent] [ros_ldst:tPosition] .
cyrocess_st.H ement
[i d_f i rst : t ldent] [pos_f i rst : t Posi t ion]
name_lIst
declar.H I ve_l tem_l ist
sequentlal_stdtements
lid_last :tldent] [[)os_l<.'lst:tposition]

concurrent_signal_asslgnment_statement
c_condl t ionc"ll_signc"ll_.'l.Sslgp.ment

c _Sf- I E-'ct ed_s I gn.,l_t'lss 19runent

condltlondl WctVefol~s
no_condIt 1c->n,:, l_wdveforms
1 s_condi t iond]_wavefol-ms

=

[id:tldentl [pos:tPositlon] '"
target [guarded]
[t ranSpOl"t] condi t i on<.'ll_w<.-'l.ve forms
wC1vetorm .
expresSIon target
[gUt'll ded] l transport]
selected_waveforms

next : condi t lonal_waveforms REV
w<.'lvefonn expreSSIon.

W~1ve form

no_wdvefonn
Is_wave f Ol~

next

waveform REV

vhdl.ast
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ndm""
element aS20Cl,H lon_llsf

so? 1 E'et ""rl._w~~ve forms

no_sel E'et €'d_wc~ve forms

Is_selected_waveforms

next : se 1 ect ed_wave f onn::; REV
welve f onn cho 1 ces .

; . --- -- ------- - -- - ---- rules 104 -

118 --

-------------------'/
sequentIal_statements
no_sequentlal_st~tements

is_sequential_statements

next : sequenti,'\I_st,~tements REV
sequE'nt 1,'I.1_st<'l.teffient .

sequent 1 n 1_5t ,"I tement

s_oSSo?l"tlon_statement

s

~f

expreSSlon
]'epOl't : o_expreSSlon
seve]- i t Y : O_4?'Xr'l-ess 1 on
express] on
Case-.st a t ement_<'l.l t el'nc'l.r 1 ve_l1 st
[id:tldentJ !poS:tPosltlon)
0_expIE'SSI0n .
expreSSIon

statement

sE'~entia!_statemE'nts

elsi L.. p,'I.I't~lISt
elsepart : sE'quE'ntl<3.l_stc'ttE'ments
[irl_flrst:tTdentJ [rOS_fll'st:tPosltl0n]
o_itelation_schemE'
s~quentla]_st<'l.t4?'ments

lld_last:tldent] [pos_last:tPosltlon]
[ld: t.ldE'nt] [pOS:tPosltlon]
o_expre£"S10n
s_null_stc"ltt'ment
s-Pl'ocedul"€'_cdl1_statement
s_re t Ul"n_st at ement

n.:'lffiE' .
O_E'Xpress Ion
= Luget [tl",'tnspon J W<'l.VefOI-m
target eXpn?SSIOn .
ncune_ll st
E'x_unt 11 : O_ex}:l1 eSSI ('n
ex_to] :o_expression

s_slgn~l_asslgnment_staternent

s_ Vc"ll
S_Wdl

i db] e _ass ignmen t_st at elll'2nt
[_storement

cas€' sr-c1tement_<1.1telnar-lvp_ll:ot
nO_C'dSE'_st <"It ement_ol t erne' t 1 ve _1 i st
1 S_C'?lSE'_st c'l tement

E'l

S 1

,"11 t

I?rnc"lt 1 VE'_l

i

st

next : c,'I.::"e_stdteffient_al tE'rnc'tt] ve_Ilst REV
Chc.'lces se'J12ent 1,"I1_st,'I.tements

fY'1.1"t_ll st

0o_"" 151 f....s'c"lp::_l i st

is_elsl fy"'lt_llst

=- next

elslf-.f>cWt_llsr REV

expl ession sequent i,.'l.I_std.telllents

j'-------------------- rules 119 - 129 --

-------------------'j
o_bI ock_con f 19U1'<?I t ion

no_block_configuration
block_C'onflgUl"a.tl0n

name use_cl.J.use_list
Con f 1gUl'<3. t ion_l t em_l i st

use_clause_lIst
no_use_clausE' lIst
lS_uSE_clause_llst

con f I gUl"dt 1 on_l t em_l i st
no_con f igur,H I on_l t effi_l i st
Is_con f :gul','lt i on_i tern_II st
c_block_contlgura.tl0n

Instant<3.tIon_118t
11l_ldent 1 f 14?'1_11 st
In_,"1.11
In OthPIS

next: USE'_cl<'l.uSE'_llst REV
selectE'd_name_1 i st

next: conflgUl'c'l.tlon_iteIli_llst REV
name use_clause_lIst
con f igUl'<3.t 1on_l t eIli_ll st
Inst,'mta.tion_llst n,Ulle
o_bi neh ng_indlcc'tt 1on
o_bl ock_conf 19urc'l.t 1 on

~
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O_bl nrl.l ng_l rId; ~-"t ] on
no_l'n ndl ng_l nd} Cdt 1 (In

tn nrl.l ng_l nd1

('",it

Ion

entltY_dSPE'C't
genE'ri cmar : <.'l.ssoci cH lon_II st
rortm,'1p

E'nt

:

~'1SS0C'ldtion_llst

1 ty_~,spect

€'~,_ent 1 ty_mLiT~:

€",_conflgur"t ion
ed_open

name

/'--------------------

t'ul~s

113 - 14b --

-------------------'/
/'------------------PIeri.". fi neri.

------------------_. /

= unlV_lnteger

prE'rlef 1 ned

unlV_lh'11

declc'l.r<'1t

IV€'

1

:

tern_II st
)lblCily_unlt

END Abst

l"c'lC"t :.~ynt ~'1X

: declaratIve_Item_lIst
declaratIve_Item_lIst
.
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